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ABSTRACT

The IEEE 802.1 1 standard is the most popular Media Access Control (MAC) protocol for
infrastructure-based wireless local area networks. However, in an ad-hoc environment,
the Point Coordination Function @CF), defined in the standard, cannot be readïiy used.
This is due to the fact that there is no central authority to act as a Point Coordinator (PC).
Peer-to-peer ad-hoc mode in the IEEE 802.11 standard only implernents the Distributed
Coordination Function @CF). In this thesis, an efficient and on-the-fly infiastructure is
created using our proposed Mobile Point Coordinator (MPC) protocol. Based on this
protocol, we also develop an efficient MAC protocol, namely MPC-MAC. Our MAC
protocol extends the IEEE 802.1 1 standard for use in multihop wireless ad-hoc networks
implementing both the DCF and PCF modes of operation.

The goal, and also the

challenge, is to achieve QoS delivety and priority access for real-time traffic in ad-hoc
wireless environments while maintaining backward compatibility with the IEEE 802.1 1
standard.

The performance of MPC-MAC is compared to the IEEE 802.1 1 DCF-based MAC
without MPC. Simulation experiments show that in al1 cases the use of PCF benefits
real-time packets by decreasing the average delay and the discard ratio. However, this
may corne at the expense of increasing the average delay for non-real-tirne data. The
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discard ratio for both r d - t h e and non-real-tirne packets hproves with the use of PCF.
Therefore, our MPC-MAC outperforms the standard DCF EEE 802.11 MAC protocoi in
multi-hop ad-hoc environments.
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CEIAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

For wireless Local Area Networks (LANs), there are two different ways to configure a
network: infiastructure-based and ad-hoc [l]. As Figure 1.1 shows, the infiastructurebased network structure used in wireless LANs is very similar to present day cellular
networks. It comprises two levels - a stationary level and a mobile level. The stationary
level consists of geographically fixed Base Stations (BSs) that are intercomected through
wired or wireless means (which may use an identical radio frsquency). The mobile level
consists of Mobile Terminais (MTs), which comrnunicate with BSs or each other through
wireless links. The geographical area around a BS nom which MTs can comrnunicate
with the BS within one hop is called a cell. Neighboring cells overlap with each other,
thus ensunng the continuity of communication. These BSs are sometimes comected to

landlines to widen the LAN's capability by bridging wireless nodes to other wired nodes.
They are permanently tumed on in fixed locations that have naturally been chosen to
coordinate the wireless Local Area Network (LAN). So the BSs are sometimes called
Access Points (AP) to the Internet. When the MT tums on, it first tries registering to a
certain BS; thus, the BS can track it successfùlly. n i e BS normally uses a unique radio
fiequency (different fiom neighboring BSs) to comrnunicate with its group members.
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The communication between MTs that are registered to different BS's has to go through
the wired connection between these BS's.

Figure 1.1 Access-point based wireless networks

In the ad-hoc type of wireless network portable devices are brought together to form a

network on the fly. As shown in Figure 1.2, there is no infrastructure for the network,

Figure 1.2 Ad-hoc wireless networks
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that is, there are no fixed points and usually every node is able to communicate with
every other node when al1 nodes are spread around a relatively small geographic range.
As an example, consider a meeting in a conference room where employees bring laptop
cornputers together to communicate and share design or financial information.

However, nodes may spread over a larger geographic range than the communication
signal can reach. In this case nodes may have to communicate over multiple hops. The
ad-hoc network has no central control, but it has the advantage of being relatively
inexpensive, since it does not require the communication infkastructure of the fixed
approach. An ad-hoc wireless network also has its value in the military and in emergency
situations.

In wire-line networks, the network can have a very high bandwidth by increasing the
number of links or link capacity. However, in wireless networks, there is only one
medium that is shared by al1 the nodes that are in the same radio communication range,
and the radio fkequency bandwidth is limited. As well, packet collisions are unavoidable
due to the fact that traffic arrivals are random and there is non-zero propagation time
between transmitters and receivers. Therefore, Medium Access Control (MAC) schemes
are used to coordinate access to the single channel in the network.

Cellular MAC protocols are mainly classified into two categories; allocation-based and
code-based protocols.

In allocation-based MAC protocols, each mobile terminal
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transmit~its packets using a dedicated trafic channel or according to an agreed-upon
time schedule. However, this results in the network bandwidth not being efficiently
utilized whenever a mobile terminal does not use its assigned channel or tirne slot [2].
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access

(TDMA) [3] are the two basic access methods used by this class of protocols. In FDMA,
users share the available spectnim in the bequency domain, and a user is allocated part of
the fiequency band called the trafic channel. Different users are assigned different
traffic (fiequency) charnels on a demand basis. In cellular systems using TDMA, the
available spectnim is used as a whole during a period of tirne, which is in tum divided
into a number of time slots. An individual user is assigned a tirne slot that perrnits access
to the fiequency channel for the duration of the time slot.

in code-based protocols, al1 users use the same carrier fiequency and may transmit
simultaneously. The access method utilized by such protocols is known as Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA) [3], which uses mathematical codes to transmit and distinguish
between multiple wireless conversations. Since the conversations are distinguished by
digital codes, many users can share the sarne bandwidth simultaneously.

in the ad-hoc environment, îhere is no centralized authority to assign specific radio
frequencies, time slots or codes to different mobile nodes that are totally distributed.
Mobile terminais have to contend for the medium access by themselves. Carrier Sense
Medium Access (CSMA) [4] is the main mechanism to implement medium access.
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Consequently, transmissions of packets fiom distinct mobile tenninals are more prone to
overlap, resulting in packet losses. Retransmissions are required and a noticeable delay
appears. To make the existing infkastructure-based wireless protocol usable in the ad-hoc
environment and also to make the ad-hoc wireless networks more manageable for routing
and MAC, developing an infiastructure for the inErastructure-less wireless mobile ad-hoc
networks is of utmost importance.

Therefore, in this thesis, a wireless mobile

infrastructure is developed for ad-hoc networks. We propose an infrastructure-creation
protocol for wireless mobile ad-hoc networks based on the concept of a Mobile Point
Coordinator (MPC) protocol. We then develop an IEEE 802.1 1 backward compatible

MAC protocol in which the MPC will replace the Base Station in cellular wireless
networks.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related work in MPC creation
and MAC protocols for ad-hoc networks. In Chapter 3, the MPC infiastructure-creation
protocol and MPC-MAC are described. In chapter 4, a simulation mode1 is developed to
evaluate the proposed MAC protocol. Finally, Chapter 5 presents conclusions and fùture
work.

CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

In this Chapter, we first go over the recently proposed schemes for clustering in wireless
ad-hoc networks. We then discuss some existing schemes used to implement MAC in
wireless networks and some potential problems that may arise if these schemes are
directly used in the ad-hoc environment.

2.1 Clustering in wireless ad-hoc networks
A nurnber of clustenng techniques have been proposed for wireless ad-hoc networks [S191. A mobile in£kastructure is developed in [5,6] to replace the wired backbone

infrastructure in conventional cellular networks.

The algorithm divides the wireless

mobile ad-hoc network into a set of clusters with no cluster-head; each cluster contains a
nurnber of MTs that are limited to being two hops away. In this scheme a cluster center
node, which has the highest comectivity in the cluster, is chosen to ensure that distance
between any two members in the cluster is limited to two hops. The main drawback of
this protocol is the stability of the cluster in a hi&-mobility network. As the network
changes slightly, the nodes' degree of connectivity is much more likely to change as well.
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Contrasted with the scheme above, several heuristics have been proposed to choose
cluster-heads [7-191, but they do not produce an optimal solution with respect to battery
usage, load balancing and MAC functionality in an ad-hoc network. The criteria for
choosing the cluster-head used by these heuristics include (i) Highest-Degree heuristic

[7-91 (ii) Lowest-ID heuristic [7,13- 151 and (iii) Node-Weight heuristic [ 16- 191.

The Highest-Degree Heunstic cornputes the degree of a node based on the distance
between that node and others. In the assumed graph mode1 of the network, the mobile
terrninals are represented as nodes and there exists an "edge" between twto nodes if they
can communkate with each other directly. The node with the maximum degree is chosen
to be a cluster-head. The neighbors of this cluster-head (nodes that connect to it by edge)
become members of that cluster and lose the nght of election process. This heuristic is
also known as the highest-connectivity algorithm. Simulation experiments demonstrate
that the system has a low rate of cluster-head changes but the throughput of the system is
Iow. Typically, each cluster is assigned some resources, which are shared among the
members of that cluster on a round-robin b a i s [7-91. As the number of nodes in a cluster
is increased, a gradua1 degradation in the system performance is observed by dropping
the throughput of each user.

This is an inherent drawback of the Highest-Degree

heuristic since the number of nodes in a cluster is not bounded.

The Lowest-ID Heuristic, proposed in [7], assigns a unique ID to each node first, and the
node with the minimum ID is chosen as a ciuster-head. In some cases, the cluster-head
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can delegate its duties to the next node with the minimum ID in its cluster. Neighboring
clusters are connected by "gateway" nodes that lie within the transmission range of two
or more clusters. Simulation experiments show that Lowest-ID Heuristic outperforms the
Highest-Degree heuristic, in terms of the throughput due to the less fiequent cluster-head
update in the ad-hoc mobile environment. The disadvantage of this scheme also cornes
f?om this stable cluster-head. The nodes with smaller IDs tend to experience battery
drainage because of the bias toward using them as cluster-heads. Moreover, this scheme
does not attempt to balance the load uniformly across al1 the nodes.

In deviation Erom the Lowest-ID mentioned above, (that assigns dynamic to the node ID
hrst), A. Safivat and H, Hassanein have proposed Virtual Base Stations (VBS) [13-151
using just the unique tP that every node owns natively as the selection cnteria.

In the

VBS selection scheme, some of the MTs, based on an agreed-upon policy, become in
charge of al1 the MTs in their neighborhood, or a subset of them by electing one as VBS.
I f a VBS moves or stops acknowledging its presence via its so-called "hello" packets, for
a period of tirne, a new one is elected. Every MT (zone-MTNBS) will maintain a
sequence nurnber that reflects the changes that occur to that MT, and a my-VBS variable,
which is used to store the VBS in charge of that MT. Hello messages sent by VBSs
contain their current knowledge of the ad-hoc network. A VBS accumulates information
about al1 other VBSs and their lists of MTs and sends this information in its periodic
hello messages. On the other hand, zone-MTs only accumulate information around them.
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MTs announce their JP numbers with their periodic "hello" messages. An MT sends a
merge-request message to another MT if the latter has a smaller IP number. The receiver
of the merge-request responds with an accept-merge message, and sets its my-VBS
variable to O to indicate that it has become a VBS. When the MT receives the acceptmerge, it sets its myYV13S variable to the IP number of its VBS. If an MT hears from
another MT whose IP nurnber is srnaller than that of its VBS, it sends a merge-request
message to the former. When it receives an accept-merge message, it updates its
my-VBS field. The MT then sends a dis-join message to its previous VBS (the dis-join
message is only sent if an accept-merge was received, otherwise it won't be sent). When
the old VBS receives the dis-join, it removes the sender fiom its list of MTs, which it is
in charge of.

The Node-Weight Heuristic is proposed in [16-191. Such heuristics consider the "ability"
of the nodes, Le., a node's transmission power, a node's processing speed, etc. The value
of node-weights is assigned based on the suitability of a node to be a cluster-head. A
node is chosen to be a cluster-head if its node-weight is higher than any of its neighbor's
node-weights. if there are two candidates with the sarne highest node-weight existing in
the same cluster, then a smaller node ID is chosen to break a tie.

One special case of Node-Weight Heuristic selection is the Power-Aware Virtual Base
Stations (PA-VBS) protocol [la- 191. In this protocol, the election of PA-VBS is based
on their current residual battery capacity that has been categorized into a couple of energy
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thresholds. In the scheme, there is a constant parameter to define the unit power of
measurement - MAX-POWER.

Al1 the MTs mesure their current Normalized Power

Value (NPV) by dividing their current instantaneous battery capacity by the

MAX-POWER. The MTs announce their NPV in theïr periodic hello messages. An MT
sends a merge-request message to another MT if the latter has an NPV greater than or
equd to the former's, and a predetermined threshold. The receiver of the merge-request
responds with an accept-merge message only if its NPV is above the first threshold,
namely THRESHOLD-1, at the time it receives the merge request message, in which
case it increments its sequence number by 1 to reflect the change, and sets its myVBS
variable to O. #en

the MT receives the accept-rnerge, it sets its myVBS variable to the

J
D nurnber of its new VBS. If an MT h e m firom another MT whose NPV is larger than
that of its VBS, it does not send a merge-request message to it as long as its VBS's NPV
is above THRESHOLD-1.

A dis-join message is sent by an MT to its VBS only if the

transmissions of the VBS have not been heard by the MT for some timeout penod. If the

VBS receives the dis-join message, it removes the sender fkom its list of MTs, which it is
in charge of.

MTs broadcast their current NPVs as part of their hello messages. Hello messages
contain other usefùl pieces of information, such as the iAmNoLongerYourVBS flag. The
iAmNoLongerYourVBS flag is used by a node acting as a VBS (see Figure 2.1) to
convey to the MTs it is currently in charge of whether it can support them for another
hello penod or not. When this flag is set to false, the MTs receiving the hello message
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know that they will still be served by their VBS for another hello period, and therefore do
not need to look for a new one for at l e s t one more hello penod. However, this flag will
be set by a PA-VBS to true when its NPV drops below the second energy threshold,
namely THRESHOLD-2.

P

NMPi

if myVBSi =- 1
then [a];

TH-1

if rnyVBSi =O
then [cl;

then [el;

TH-2

C

[a]: send a merge request message to an MT with NPV greater
than mine.
pl: merge request messages can be sent by the MTs supported by
this VBS, provided that the receiver's NPV is greater than TH-1.
[cl: discard any merge request.
[dl: no merge request messages will be sent by the MTs
supported by this VBS.
[el: set the iAmNoLongerYourVBS flag to me.

Figure 2.1 PA-VBS decision-making based on the energy

PA-VBS produces a larger number of cluster-heads than VBS [13]. This is actually
because PA-VBS distributes the workload amongst a number of nodes that satisQ the
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energy requirements, udike VBS which tends to elect the same set of nodes with the
smallest Ids, again and again. The simulation experiments in [18] show that the growth in
the number of cluster-heads is linear with the number of MTs in the case of PA-VBS. On
the other hand, the number of cluster-heads in the case of VBS remains almost constant.
With networks with much larger populations, this will cause considerable MAC delays
due to the large number of MTs that are simultaneously contending for medium access at
a constant rate.

Regardless of the value of TKRESHOLD-1, since VBS elects nodes based on their I
D
nurnbers, VBS remain as cluster-heads for longer periods than in the case of PA-VBS.
However, in practice, tfis cannot be achievable since cluster-heads consume more energy

than other MTs, and their battery power drains quicker. Hence, VBS is more prone to
undergo disorder. This implies that using VBS will drain al1 the battery power of the
cluster-heads until they can no longer operate. On the other hand, PA-VBS achieves load
balancing arnongst the nodes in the wireless ad-hoc network.

However, since node

weights usually vary, computing cluster-heads can become very expensive.

2.2 MAC in wireless networks
The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is a set of protocols that are responsible for
maintaining order in the use of a shared medium. Several QoS-based MAC protocols
have been proposed for cellular wïreless networks [20-301. These present variations of

TDMA or CDMA to support multimedia trafic. These are not of interest to us in this
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work. In this thesis, we only focus on wireless local networks MAC protocols [31-461
that consider either QoS or priority with emphasis on the IEEE 802.1 1 standard protocol,
which is designed rnainly for infiastructure-based wireless networks.

2.2.1.

IEEE 802.11

The IEEE 802.1 1 standard [3 1-35] lays the specifications of both the physical (PHY) and
medium access control (MAC) layers of the network. The PHY layer, which actually
handles the transmission of data between nodes, can use either direct sequence spread
spectrum, fkequency hopping spread spectnun, or inFared (IR) puise position
modulation. IEEE 802.1 1 makes provisions for data rates of 1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps
or 11 Mbps. It operates in the 2.4

- 2.4835

GHz fiequency band (in the case of spread-

spectrum transmission), which is an unlicensed band for industrial, scientific, and
medical (ISM) applications, and 300

- 428,000 GHz for IR transmission.

Infiared is

generally considered to be more securing from eavesdropping because IR transmissions
require absolute line-of-sight links (no transmission is possible around corners). Radio
fkequency transmissions, on the other hand, can penetrate walls and be unlaiowingly
intercepted by third parties. However, infiared transmissions can be adversely affected
by sunlight, and the spread-spectnim protocol of 802.1 1 can provide some rudirnentary
security for typical data transfers.

The IEEE 802.1 1 standard has defined two MAC fùnctions: Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF)and Point Coordination Function (PCF) to handle the MAC protocol in
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wireless networks [31,321. Collision detection, as employed in Ethernet, cannot be used
for the radio fiequency transmissions of IEEE 802.1 1. The reason for this is that when a
node is transmitting it cannot hear any other node in the system that may be transmitting,
since its own signal will be much stronger than any other signal arriving at the node. in
the IEEE 802.11 protocol, the access time has been separated into super &es,

just like

TDMA, and each super kame consists of two-time periods, a PCF period and a DCF
period as shown in Figure 2.2. Therefore, the DCF and PCF will be in charge of sending
and receiving data in turn during a super-fiame.

Figure 2.2 IEEE 802.1 1 MAC super frame

2.2.1.1. Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)

The distributed coordination tùnction is the primary access protocol for the automatic
sharing of the wireless medium between stations and access points. It uses the carriersense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMAKA) protocol for sharing the wireless
medium. CSMAICA is achieved by three main functions, (1) pnority inter fiame time
space (2) random time slots, and (3) virtual sense mechanics. Every competing node,
when it has some packets to send, fkst checks the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) to
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if it is non-zero (meaning another node already reserved the

medium for a tirne period equal to the value in the NAV), it will wait. When the NAV is

equal to zero, the sender begins to sense the medium. To avoid high collision probability
when the channel first becomes clear (as more than one node may be waiting to send), the
senders will sense the medium for some period of time; if the medium remains clear, the
sender will send the packet after this waiting time period.

IEEE 802.1 1 has defined three different types of Inter Frarne Space (IFS): DCF IFS
(DES), PCF IFS (PIFS), and Short IFS (SIFS) [31,32]. DIFS is the IFS for the DCF. It
is the longest time interval in these three types of IFS so it has the lowest priority when
competing for the medium with the other two types of IFS. PIFS is IFS defined for the

PCF. It is the medium time interval, so it has higher priority than DIFS. With the PIFS,
the base station can gain control of the medium control without difficulty. The third one
is SIFS, which has the highest priority with the shortest time interval. Some fùnction
types of data will use SIFS to compete for the medium because they can't suffer delay.
For exarnple, when a node sends out a packet, the oniy way to detect a collision is to wait

for an Acknowledgement (ACK) kom the destination node. If there is no ACK for some
time period, it will consider that a collision has occurred and resend. Therefore, when the
destination node receives a packet, it will send out an ACK immediately, otherwise the
sending node will consider that a collision has occurred and send a duplicate packet.
Therefore, the receiver uses SIFS to compete for the medium.
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For example, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a), nodes "A", "B" and "C",are al1 mobile nodes

and node "Dmis an access point. As shown in Figure 2.3 (b), at time tl, node "B" is
m

g to gain access to the medium by sensing it first. After waiting for DES until time

tz, the medium is still ciear, so, node "B" sends packet 1 to node "C". While node "B" is

Figure 2.3 Exarnpte of priority in IEEE 802.11 MAC

sending packet 1, node "A" and node "D" both try to compete for the medium at time t3
and t4 respectively. Both sense that medium is busy till node "B" finishes sending at tirne
ts- At time t5, the medium becomes clear again, but at this time, node "A" wants to
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compete for the medium to send the packet using DIFS, but node " D (an access point)
also wants to control the medium to initiate the PCF penod, so, node '73" will use the

PIFS which gives it higher pnority than node "A".

At the sarne tirne, node "C" also

wants to respond with ACK to inform node "B" it successfully received packet I. So it
uses the SIFS to compete for the medium. In this case, node "C" will first reach the end
of the sensing period and finds the medium is still clear, and will send ACK at t h e te. At
the same time, node "A" and access point "D"will sense the medium as busy and then
stand by for the next competition d e r node "C" finishes sending ACK at time t.~.From
time t7 on, the access point "D" will win the competition against node "A" and then
announces the start of PCF by sending a beacon signal.

Another method is used in the IEEE 802.11 standard to avoid collisions when more than
one MT competes for the medium with same DES interval. It is essentially an attempt to
separate the total number of transmitting nodes into smaller groups, each using a different
time slot (known as a back-off time slot). If the medium is detected to be idle, the node
rnust first defer until the end of the DES interval and W h e r wait for a random number
of time slots (called the back-off interval) before attempting transmission.

When

retransmission is necessary, the back-off interval increases exponentially up to a certain
threshold. Conversely, the back-off interval reduces to a minimum value when packets
are transmitted successfully. At each back-off time slot, carrier sensing is perfonned to
detexmine if there is activity on the medium. If the medium is idle for the duration of the
slot, the back-off interval is decremented by one time slot. If a busy medium is detected,

the back-off procedure is suspended and the back-off timer will not decrement for that

slot. In this case, when the medium becomes idle again for a period of the DES, the
back-off procedure continues decrementing fkom the time-slot, which was previously
disrupted. This implies that the selected back-off interval now is less than the previous
one. Hence, a packet that was delayed while performing the back-off procedure has a
higher probability of being transmitted earlier than a newly arrived packet. The process
is repeated until the back-off interval reaches zero and the packet is transmitted.

.

As Figure 2.4 shows, nodes "A",

"B" and "C",are al1 mobile terrninals located in the

same communication range and node "A7'and "B" both want to send a packet to node

e

Note: Number of tirne slots = Random(0, CW )
CW (collision window) is one parameter stored
in Management Information Base(M1B)

(a)

i Time

(b)
Figure 2.4 Random time dots

1
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'%". Before competing for the medium at time t ~ they
,
both use the random function to

create a tirne slot value that is fiom O to the vdue of the Collision Window (CW). CW is
a parameter stored in the Management Information Base (MIB), whose value will be
doubled or halved between a minimum and maximum value depending on the necessity
of retransmission. Node "A" gets a slot time value equal to ' Y , but node "B" gets a
value equal to "2". So, at time tz, node "B" wins the competition but node "A" has
already consurned two tirne-slots and has 2 time-slots left.

M e r node "C" fïnishes

responding the ACK at tirne ts, node "A" will sense the medium for D E S plus two timeslots. At this time, it gains access to the medium.

The priority and random time slots mechanisms can solve the competition problem when
competing nodes can sense each 0 t h . But there is another problem called the "hidden
node" problem [36], illustrated in Figure 2.5. Node "A" can communicate with node

"B", and node "B" can communicate with node "C". However, node "A" cannot
communkate with node "C".

Thus, for instance, although node " A may sense the

channel to be clear, node "C" may in fact be transmitting to node "B".

To ease the

problem, a virtual sense mechanism is used in which the transmitting node first sends out
a short ready-to-send (RTS) packet containing information on the length of the packet. If
the receiving node h e m the RTS, it responds with a short clear-to-send (CTS) packet.
The CTS also contains information on the length of the packet. Al1 the nodes in the
transmission range of the source node and destination node hearing the RTS or CTS will
set a value in the NAV to defer use of the medium for the length of tirne required to send
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After this exchange of the data packet length information, the

transmitting node sends its packet.

When the packet is received successfUlly, as

detennined by a cyclic redundancy check (CRC), the receiving node transmits an
acknowledgment (ACK) packet. This will guarantee that there is no collision in the data

packet transmission but it also brings in additional "'overhead". Therefore, only when the
size of the data packet is larger than a certain threshold, will the sender use the virtual
sense mechanism.

Figure 2.5 "Hidden node" problem

Figure 2.6 compares the data transmission with and without the virtual sense mechanism.

In Figure 2.6, the section above the time line shows the data sent from node "A" to node
"B" without using the virtual sense mechanism, while the section below the time line
shows the data sent with virtual sense. In data transmission without virtual sense, if node
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"î"sends in the t h e period to to ts, a collision will happen. With v h a l sense, instead

of sending the data packet directly, a node sen& an RTS packet that sets a value equal to

three times the SIFS plus packet length plus RTS plus ACK to al1 listeners' NAV. Then
the destination responds with a CTS packet, which reserves the medium by setting al1

listeners' NAV to a value equal to two SIFS plus packet length plus ACK. Collision will
aiso happen when node "C" sends data in the period Erom &-J to t3- Because of the much
smaller size of RTS and CTS, the time interval

to t3 is usually much smaller than time

interval to to ts. Thus the collision ratio of data transmission with virtual sense is much
improved over direct data packet transmission. Another advantage of data transmission
with virtual sense is that re-transmitting small-size RTS is more medium resource
efficient than re-transmitting large-size data packets. The tradeoff in this case is that
sending with virtual sense requires the extra tirne 6rom time tl to time 4.

Node A :
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(

Node c

. .
g,. .
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1. .!
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Node A
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.

NAV(CTS)
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SIFS

Figure 2.6 Packet transmission with virtual sense
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There is another overhead that the virtud sense mechanism requires. h Figure 2.5, for
example, node "C" is sending packet to "B" while node "A" wants to send a packet to
node "B" using the virtual sense mechanism. Node "A" sends an RTS packet first; al1 the
neighboring nodes like "e", "f' and "cl" will al1 set to their NAV to a value, which is
equal to the "time duration value" in RTS packet. If node "B" does not respond to the

CTS packet because of a collision, nodes "d", "e" and "f' will suspend their DCF sending
(if they have packets to send) for the time set in the NAV - even if the medium is clear.

2.2.1.2. Point Coordination Function (PCF) in EEEE 802.1 1
Real-time t r a f k (e-g., voice, video) requùes bounded end-to-end delays beyond which
the information loses its value and may be discarded. This is in contrast to the delay
requirements for non-real-time data traffic, which are less stringent.

DCF is not

particularly suited for real time traffic support because it treats al1 packets equally
without taking into account the sensitivity of certain types of data. Its co~ectionless
nature does not schedule or prioritize time-sensitive real-tirne traffic and as a result it is
unable to distinguish between such t r a c and non-real-the traffic. The possibility of
collisions, the use of a randorn back-off interval and the transmission of long packets may
also lead to excessive delay variation (jitter). The use of a positive acknowledgement for
collision and error detection in DCF may also degrade the transmission of real-tirne
traffic since retransmission increases the delay.
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Therefore, the IEEE 802.1 1 standard defines another f'unction
Function (PCF)

-

to deal with real-time data

-

Point Coordination

[3 1-35]. The PCF is an optional

connection-onented capability within the standard. The PCF needs a Point Coordinator
(PC) that initiates and controls the Contention-Free (CF) penod where PCF is used. The

PC first senses the channel for the PIFS period (getting pnority over regular DES traffïc)
and then starts a CF period by broadcasting a beacon signal. This contains the possible
maximum length of the CF period in the duration field of the data control header when it
wins control of the medium. Al1 terminals upon receiving the beacon will set a value
(which is equal to 'duration time" contained in the duration field of the beacon's control
header) within their NAV. The length of the CF period depends on the coordination
result fiom the neighboring PCs; the maximum value is the same as the super-fiame. But
if there is more than one PC using the same radio fiequency, which may conflict with
other PCs, then the length of the CF is smaller than the super-frame.

In the CF penod, nodes will hold off sending any packets except when polled by the PC.
#en

a node's turn cornes, the PC sends a poll token to the node. The node then sends

back any buffered real-time data d e r the SES period or an empty M e if it has no realtime data to send. If the terminal just responds with an empty frame, then the PC will not
poll it again if there is time left when it has finished polling this round. Note that al1
packets are separated by the SIFS penod. Pnority polling mechanisms can be used if
different polled users request different QoS levels. Users who are idle repeatedly are
regarded as being shut down or moved out of range and are removed fiom the polling list
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The PC c m end the contention-tkee period at any tirne by

transmitting a CF-end packet when the PCF duration time expires or the PC has no
M e r fiames to transmit or there are no more stations to poll.

In the cellular-like wireless network topology shown in the Figure 2.7, the access point
naturally becomes the Point Coordinator (PC) because it is permanently located at a fixed
place. When an MT turns on, it will k t try to register to one access point. MTs in the
overlapping area of more than one access point (like nodes "f' and "g") wiil choose one

Figure 2.7 Cellular-like wireless local networks

access point depending on the received signal's strength from the access point. For
instance, node "f' may register with "A", but node "g" may register with "B".

When

initialized by the access point, these two cells could use different radio fi-equencies to
communicate between their own group members. nierefore, there is no collision in the
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overlapping area when these two access points go into the PCF period at the same time.

If they use the same radio frequency, the access points can also coordinate between
themselves through the wired connection. With the coordination, the maximum length of
the CF penod that access point "A" announces will be half of the super-fiame, the next
half of the s u p e r - b e will be assigned to the '73". For example, when access point "A"

gains the medium and starts the PCF, system control by access point "B" c m use the
DCF to send packets. Before the CF duration time expires, "A" will poll its zone-MTs
following the polling list - "c", "d", "e", "f', in a round robin fashion till al1 buffered
real-the data has been sent. Finally, "A" will send the CF end signal to release the CF
period.

2.2.2. Other MAC protocols
Several other MAC protocols have been proposed for local wireless and/or wireless adhoc networks. We review some of them below.

2.2.2.1. High Performance Radio Local Area Networks (HIPERLAN)

In Europe, ETSI (Europe Telecommunication Standardization Institute) also formed a
group called HIPERLAN [37,38] to study a standard for local area networks that is
different fiom the IEEE standard.

The HIPERLAN is targeted to the more ambitions

goal of supporting much higher bandwidths than IEEE 802.1 1 LAN, namely a hi&-speed
(24 Mbps) wireless LAN standard for distributed networks. Any nodes that have data to

send first sense the medium for the penod required to transmit (1700 bit). If the medium
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is idle during this whole period, then the node transmits its packet imrnediately. I f the
charme1 is busy, it triggers the competition mechanism that has three phases:
prioritization phase, contention phase (including elirnination sub-phase and yield
phase), and transmission phase (see Figure 2.8).

1

Survival
Verif ication
interval

Figure 2.8 HIPERLAN MAC

The priority of a packet is derived corn the duration of packets waiting in the queue
divided by a time unit parameter. The more a packet is delayed, the higher its priority
(less slot defer). in the priority phase, the node is sensing the medium and will quit the
competition if the medium becomes busy. M e r sensing the medium to be fiee for the
priority phase, the node transmits a noise signal for a random number of slots

(Elimination phase), and at the end of Elimination phase, the node wiIl sense the medium
again - if the medium is busy, it will quit. After that is the Yield phase. During this
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phase, the node fùrther senses the medium and defers for a random number of slots. If no
transmission is detected, the node starts and completes its data transmission. Ideally,

only one node can complete the whole process and send a packet.

An example is shown in Figure 2.9. At tirne b,there are four neighboring nodes '"A", "B",
'%" and " D competing for the medium. Node "A",

"B",and "î" have a priority defer

that is 1 slot and begin to send a noise signal at time tl. Node "D" has priority defer equal

to 2 slots, thus at time tz it senses the medium is busy and quits. Nodes "A", "B" and "C"
keep on competing during contention phase. Node "C" riishes the elimination sub-

priority

contention

transmis s ion
Ta Ik

data packet

Lis ten

Ta Ik
Listen

Ta lk
Listen

Ta lk
Listen

Figure 2.9 RIPERLAN MAC
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phase earliest at time t3, senses the medium is busy, and quits at time t. Node "A" and

"B" finish the elhination sub-phase at the same tirne, ver@ the medium is idle and then
step into the yield phase. Node "B" randomly creates a slot defer nurnber is larger than
node "A7'. So finally node "A" wins the contention and transrnits the data at time ts, and
node "B'* quits at time b. After the whole process, although it happens infkequently,
collision could still happen. in the case above, if node "A" and node "B" create the same
yield slot nurnber, then they both will transmit the data at the same time.

2.2.2.2. Black burst mechanism

The black burst MAC protocol is proposed for wireless ad-hoc networks.

Unlike

cellular-iike wireiess networks, in an ad-hoc network, there are no fixed base stations,
and every mobile teminal can be in a state of mobility. Packet transmission is based on
distributed access. To give priority to real-time packets, a mechanism called Black Burst
(BB) has been proposed [39,40] that modifies the E E E 802.1 1 standard. Based on the
CSMAICA, the BB mechanics define three types of ES: Short IFS (SIFS in IEEE
802.1 l), Medium IFS @ES in IEEE 802.1 l)), Long IFS @IFS in IEEE 802.1 1). Instead

of waiting for polling, real-tirne nodes contend for access to the channel after the Medium

IFS rather than after the Long IFS used by data nodes. Thus, real-time nodes as a group
have priority over data nodes. Real-time nodes first sort their access rights by jarnming
the channel with pulses of energy, denominated BB7s, before sending real time packets.
The length of BB transrnitted by a real-time node is an increasing fiction of the
when an
contention delay experienced by the node, measured for the instant (TdumtiOn)
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attempt to access the channe1 has been scheduled until the channel becomes idie for the
Medium IFS. Similar to the "dot t h e " idea in the DCF, an integral number of BB slot
units form the BB. The minimum BB slot number is 'Y", as it needs at least one BB slot
unit to gain the channel first fiom the non-real-time data nodes. The BB duration is given

competing MTs are sending the BBs. T,,,

is the period of time that the MTs are

waiting for the medium clear. Tuutis a constant parameter which d e h e s the length of
time used to count for the MTs waiting for the medium to clear. BB,,,, is another constant
parameter that defines the length o f unit BB slot time .

M e r the BB period, a node with reaI-time data will sense the medium for the sensing
time period to check if the medium is clear. If the channel is clear, it will send its realtime packet - otherwise it will quit the competition. Therefore, instead of a shorter slot
time extension winning the medium in the non-real-time data group, longer BB duration
will win access to the medium.

Figure 2.10 shows an exarnple of the BB mechanism. The wireless network consists of
four mobile terminais - A, B, C, and D. They can al1 communicate with each other. in
this case, node "C" has a senes of data packets to send to node "D".

As node "C" sends

one packet, node "A", plans to send a real-tirne packet at time to, and node "B" plans to
send a real-time packet at t h e t,. They both find the medium is busy and wait till time t2.
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At tirne tt, node "D" will respond with ACK, this packet has highest priority. So, node

"'D"will win the competition over nodes "A" and "B", then send the ACK. When node
"D" finishes sending the ACK at time t,node "C" scheduies to send its next non-realtime data packet still using the Long IFS to compete, but nodes "A" and "B" use the
Medium IFS to compete. At time ts, real-time nodes "A" and "B" sense the medium is
clear, and begin to send the BB signal, causing node "C" to quit the competition.
Simultaneously, using the "BB equation", node "'A" and node "B" calculate their
respective BB durations. Node "B" calculates a value of 2, but node "A" calculates a

Note:

Topology :

--- Slot t h e unit

1--- Black Burst unit
@ --- Media Sensing unit

F]
- - Medium IFS
- - Short IFS

e.

Figure 2.1 0 Black burst contention mechanisms

value of 3 because it has been waiting longer ( t h e duration

t s - t ~is

longer than time

duration ts-ti). After two BB time slots, at time t7, node "B" senses the medium and finds
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the medium is busy so it quits the competition. After BB duration, node "A" senses the
medium is clear, and sends its real-time packet. The next cornpetition occurs fiom time
tio and node "B" has been waiting longer: its BB duration will be calculated fiom tirne
interval tirne t 1 to time t

1,

but node A will only calculate fiom tirne t 10 to t 1 1. Thus node

"B" will win access to the medium this tirne. From this example, we can see that the BB
mechanism does not cause starvation for real time data.

2.2.2.3. Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access (DBTMA)

The "hidden terminal" problem descnbed in the Section 2.2.1 is always a challenge that
MAC protocols for ad-hoc networks want to solve. Related to the "hidden terminai"
problem, there is another problem called the "exposed terminai" problem that also affects
the efficient usage of the medium in the wiretess networks. The opposite of the "hidden
node", the "exposed node" is one that is within the range of sender but out of range of the
destination.

When such a node transmits data during the period that the sender is

transmitting data, it does not interfere with the data transmission of the sender. Thus in

theory, an exposed node can have a parallel conversation with another terminal out of
range of the intended receiver to improve the utilization of the bandwidth.

The Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access @BTMA) [41,42] uses two out-of-band tones to
decouple communication in the two directions (see Figure 2.1 1). The entire channel has
been separated into a control channel and a data channel. Data packets are transmitted
over the data channel, while control packets (e.g., RTS and CTS) are transmitted over the
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control channel. The low fkequency end of the channel is reserved to transmit a busy tone
@Tt), and the high fkequency end of channel is reserved to receive a busy tone (BT,).
When the destination node receives the RTS packet and h d s that it is able to receive the
packet (e.g., the medium is clear), it then sets up its BT, signal and replies with a CTS
packet. Upon the source receiving the CTS packet, it sets up its BTt signal and starts the
data transmission. Al1 the nodes in the transmission range of the receiving node can sense
the BTr signal and defer Grom transmitting. Al1 the other nodes in the transmission range
of the sender will determine that they cannot receive the other node's data. However, if a
node cannot sense the BTr signal, then it is capable of transmitting data. Through this
mechanism, hidden terminals back-off and exposed terminals will be allowed to use the
channel [42].

Hence, it can be seen that DBTMA defines the following set of

communication rules:
1. Both the transmitter ("A') and receiver ("B") are in the Idle States before the

transmission.

channel

channel
Z

Frequency

1

Figure 2.1 1 DBTMA frequency chart (421
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When "A" receives a data packet for transmission to the destination "B", it goes
into a state where it contends for medium access.
"A" tries to sense the BT, signal. It backs off in the presence of a BT, signal and
goes to the next step otherwise.
"A" transmits an RTS packet, sets up a timer and waits for a CTS message ffom

"B".
"B" receives the RTS packet fiom "A". It tries to sense the BT, signal. It stays in
the Idle state during the detection of BT, signal and goes to the next step
otherwise.
"B" sets up the BT, signal and sends out a CTS packet. it then starts a timer and
prepares to receive the packet.
"B" receives the data packet fiom "A". It sets off the BT, signal and returns to its
idle state.

The disadvantage of DBTMA is that it wastes battery capacity by forcing the wireless
node to continuously sense the medium for the BT, and BT, signals. And it reserves a
special medium bandwidth as a control channel that keeps idle at the most of time. It also
reserves a fiequency for BT, and BTt (note: the fkequency near the BT, and BT, should
also be reserved to avoid noise), which will waste the bandwidth of the medium.
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2.2.2.4 Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance By Invitation (MACA-BI)

To deal with the "hidden terminal" problem, Talucci proposed a protocol - MACA, by
invitation (MACA - BI) [43]. It supposes that the receiver can predict its fùture reception
times in a network with penodic data traffic. It initiates the reception by sending out a
ready-to-receive (RTR) message to request data. Al1 the other nodes that hear the RTR,
will defer, thus solving the "hidden terminal" problem.

However, since most

transmission instances cannot be predicted due to the burst characteristic of data trafic,
this mechanism just keeps silent in most cases, but once it predicts that neighbors have
packets to send (Le., piggyback "have more bits" by the previous packet), it will trigger
the MACA-BI protocol to improve eficiency.

2.3 Summary
Recently, a lot of research has been done on local wireless MAC protocols. The IEEE
802.1 1 is the rnost popular MAC for wireless LANs.

It consists of Distributed

Coordination Function @CF) and Point Coordination Function (PCF). The DCF is based
on the CSMAKA rnechanisrn and thus works eficiently even without an access point
controller. However, the proper operation of PCF needs a Point Coordinator (PC) to
adrninister the data transmission among a group of MTs. in the E E E 802.1 1 wireless
local networks, the access point naturally is chosen to act as the PC. However, in the adhoc environment, there is no infiastructure and nodal mobility may be hi&. The lack of
a point coordinator renders the PCF protocol of the IEEE 802.11 ineffective.

So,
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transmission of al1 packets (non-real-time and real-tirne) is through the DCF. Real-tirne
packets cannot then achieve theu QoS requirement.

Other MAC protocols designed for the ad-hoc network are based on the principle that the
ad-hoc network is totally distributed. So, the direction of design to improve the QoS for
the reaI-time packets is by optimizing the CSMAKA, trying to give the real-time packets
higher priority when they compete for the medium. However, al1 such proposals do not
conform to the IEEE 802.1 1 protocol, and hence pose compatibility and economic issues.

We have noted that there are great economic benefits in reusing al1 the existing fünctions
defined in the IEEE 802.1 1 standard, and that central control can achieve the most
effective management in the wireless network, not just in MAC but also in routing and
many other bctions. We, therefore, propose a Mobile Point Coordinator (MPC)
selection protocol that will select some MTs as MPCs to fùnction as access point
coordinators in ad-hoc environrnents. Based on this MPC system, an efficient MAC
protocol that is compatible with E E E 802.1 2 has also been proposed. Our proposed
fiamework is provided in Chapter 3.

CHAPTER 3
MOBILE POINT COORDINATOR MEDIUM
ACCESS CONTROL

in this chapter, we first describe the MPC infiastructure-creation protocol (Section 3. l),
and then describe the MPC-based MAC protocol (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 presents the
chapter summary.

3.1. The MPC architecture: an introduction
In this section, the MPC infkastructure-creation protocol is described. Section 3.1.1 gives

a detailed description of the MPC creation algorithm. Section 3.1.2 explains the protocol
through a number of illustrations.

3.1.1 Description of the MPC protocol
in out scheme, some of the mobile terminals (MTs), based on an agreed-upon policy,
regulate medium access using the Point Coordination Function (PCF)for al1 or a subset
of their neighboring MTs. This is achieved by electing some to be Mobile Point
Coordinators (MPC). in an ad-hoc wireless network, nodes are neither stationary nor are
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they permanently turned on. Besides, there are no wired connections. Hence, compared to
a fixed cellular base station, an MPC is mobile, temporady available and shares no wired
connection to other MPCs.

3.1.1.1 Potential MPC problems

Due to the physical limitations of an MPC compared to a fixed base station, some MACrelated problems arise. These degrade the operation of the original EEE 802.11 MAC
scheme. We could categonze the problems into three types: (1) problems caused by the
movement of the MPC, (2) problems caused by an MET shut down, (3) problems caused
by absence of coordination between neighboring MPCs.

In Figure 3.1, lowercase letters represent zone-MTs, while uppercase letten represent the
MPCs, and the nurnber associated with the letter indicates the time order. Nodes "a*',
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'W7,
and "c" are associated with MPC "X" and node "d" is associated with MPC "Y".
When "Y" is at the location YI, nodes "X' and 'bY'c m start the PCF at any tirne, with
no interference between

them. However, when Y moves to Y2,node "c" wiI1 lie in the

overIapping area between X and Y. If MPC " X and MPC "Y'' start the PCF at the same
tirne, a collision will take place if "X"polls c while ''Y7is transmitting.

Similarly, the movement of an MT could also affect the relationship between the
neighboring MPCs as shown in the Figure 3.2.

When "c", which was originally

registered to " X at location c 1, moves to c2, a collision may happen at "c" if both MPCs
are operating in the PCF mode at the same time. in addition, as s h o w in Figure 3.2,
when MT "c" moves from c2 to c3, it will lose contact with its original MPC, "X", and
will try to re-associate with MPC "Y". If "X" and "Y" were fixed base stations, the new
access point "Y" would inform the old access point "X" of the re-association of node "cm

Figure 3.2 Example of problems caused by MT mobility
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through the wired connection. However, in an ad-hoc netwotk environment, "X" would
not be inforrned of the new position of node "c".

in fixed cellular systems, base stations operate permanently. With the coordination
between fixed neighboring access points, the next PCF period is always predictable. This
will guarantee real-time packet sending and receipt within an acceptable delay bound. In

the MPC system, however, MPCs could shut down at any time. If an MPC shuts down
during the DCF period, then the zone-MT will never reach the CF period, and the
performance of the system will degrade to that of a totally distributed one with no
centralized control. in this case, MTs can only use DCF to send and receive data till the
system selects a new W C . Lf the MPC shuts down when it just sends out the beacon to
reserve the medium, or when it finishes polling part of the zone-MT, a new problem
arises. In this case, the zone MTs will never receive the CF-end signal to release the
medium, and the medium resources will be wasted.

One potential solution is to select an MT as a temporary MPC to finish this round of the

CF period. However, this causes another potential problem: can the temporary MPC
cover al1 the MTs that registered to the original MPC? For example, in Figure 3.3, if
MPC "A" shuts down suddenly after it announces the start of the PCF, every node will
suspend the DCF while waiting for the poll. Lf a node (say node "b") recognizes the shut
down of its MPC, it may carry out the duties of the previous MPC. Node "b" will be
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unable to poll nodes "g", "i", and "e", which are out of the communication range of node

"b".

Figure 3.3 Potential problems caused by MPC shut down

Another possible problem is caused by the Iack of effective coordination between
neighboring MPCs. As shown in Figure 3.2 above, if there is a zone-MT in the overlap
area of two (or more) MPCs, these MPCs should coordinate to avoid both polling MTs in

the overlap area. Unlike fixed base stations, which could coordinate through their wued
connection, the potential coordination method in the MPC system is to go through one

MT in the overlap area if the n e i g h b o ~ gMPCs cannot comrnunicate directly. This will
cause some potential problems, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. First, we need a method to
select one and only one relay node in the overlap area if there is more than one node in
this area (Say node "h" becomes the relay node between MPC "Y" and 'Z").
A potential
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problem is that the relay node can also move or shut down. For example, if "h" moves
from h l to h2, it will lose contact with MPC bbY''.If there are more than two MPCs, as
shown in Figure 3.4, coordination between them becomes even more complicated. in this
case, MPC 'Y"' has two neighboring MPCs , "X" and T',and needs to coordinate when
to schedule the next PCF start t h e . If' "Y" broadcasts coordination information, relay
nodes between "Y" and " 2 , and between "X' and "Y", G l l forward the coordination
data to "X" and "Z" at the same t h e . Lfa relay node like node "h" moves from location
h l to h 2 (outside the overlap area), then coordination between "Y" and "2" will fail, but

"Y" does not get any failure-related feedback.

To guarantee successful MPC

coordination, "Y" must send the coordination message to its neighboring MPCs one at a
time.

Figure 3.4 MPC coordination problern
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3.1.1.2. Goal of MPC selection protocol
To overcome the potential problems discussed in the previous subsection, we propose to

use a different range for MPC nodes than the normal communication range- In our
scheme, The MT c m be in one of three modes of operation: (1) fiee MT (an MPC with
no registered MTs), (2) zone-MT (registered to an MPC other than itself) or (3) MPC.
As Figure 3.5 shows, node "A" is an MPC, and nodes "b" and "c" are zone-MTs that are
registered to node "A". Every MT, regardless of its current operating mode, lies in the
center of two imaginary circles. in Figure 3-5, the area within the solid circle around node

Figure 3.5 Communication range and MPC range
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"A" is the Communication Range (resembling the so-called "cell" in cellular networks)

of node "A".

Ml other nodes in this range, such as '7.3" at time b l and "c" at time c l can

communicate with node "A" directly. The dashed circle, whose radius is half that of the
communication circle defines the MPC range of node "A". Ideally, al1 the MTs that are
registered to MPC "A" are within its MPC range. Every node declares its existence by
sending a 'chello" message, and the receiver of the b4hello"message decides in which area
the sender is located, depending on the strength of the received radio signal. If the

receiver can hear the signal, then the sender must be in its Communication Range; if the
received signal is stronger than the value of the so-called MPC candidate threshold, then
the sender is within the receiver's MPC Range.

in an ad-hoc wireless mobile environment, MTs are moving in and out neighboring MTs'
MPC range kequently. One special case is when MTs stay on or vibrate on the MPC
candidate threshold. To optimize the stability of our dual range MPC system, we can set
up a neutral area between the imer range and outer range. If the MT wants to register to
another MT, the latter's signal must reach the MPC candidate threshold + A, where A is a
constant. If an MT wants to disjoin kom an MPC, the signal-strength must reach, or be
below, the MPC candidate threshold minus A.

As Figure 3.6 shows, node "a", which is

originally registered to "A", moves in a zigzag pattern exactly on the border of the inner
circle. In Figure 3.6 (a), node "a" will be kept busy by repeatedly registenng and
deregistering to MPC "A". But, as shown in Figure 3-6 (b), "a" remains registered to "A".
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Communication range

MPC-threshoId
(a)

Figure 3.6 Improving system pedomances using the signal thresholds

3.1.1.3. Advantages of the dual range MPC architecture

With this dual-range MPC architecture, we could solve, or at least ease, the problems
caused by the limitations of ad-hoc wireless networks, which have been described earlier.

As shown in Figure 3.7,

>

It will help the MPC to better track MTs. When the zone-MT re-associates with a
new MPC or becomes a free MT, it may be still within the communication range

of the original MPC, and can hence inforrn the old MPC of its new affiliation.
For example, node "a" after moving fiom a l to a2, and registenng to MPC "Y",
can still inform node " X of the re-association.
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MPCs c m communicate directly. Note that the radius of the imer circle is half or
less than that of the outer circle. If the inner circles have overlapping area, which
is a situation that may cause problems, the MPCs can coordinate with each other
directly. if two MPCs, such as 'Y'' and '2"in Figure 3.7 above, are outside the
commuriication range of each other and start the PCF period at the same tirne,
then the overlap area of the dotted circle and the solid circle is much smaller than
the overlap area of the two solid circles. Thus movements like node "6" moving
Eiom b l to b2 have no effect on the relationship between MPCs "Y" and "2".

Figure 3.7 AIIeviated problematic scenario

Having an MPC range smaller than the communication range eases the collision
problem between the neighboring MPCs, but does not solve it completely. For
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example, if 'X'and "Y' start the PCF at the same tirne, then a collision may still
happen at node "e" instead of nodes "b","c", "d", and "e".

*

Due to the smaller inner range, al1 group members of a certain MPC can contact
each other within one "hop". Therefore, if an MT suspects that the MPC was shut
down, then it c m take over the job of the MPC to finish polling.

3.1.1.4.

MPC system parameters and components

When an MT is turned on, it will broadcast its so-called "hello" message periodically.
The "hdlo'" message contains the node's local information and information about the
wireless ad-hoc network. Explanations of the fields contained in the hello message are
listed below:

M y J D - this is the MAC ID of the MT - and is unique to every MT.
My-MPC - this parameter indicates the ID of the MT'S MPC. Lf the MT is a
zone-MT, its My-MPC variable will set to the ID of the MPC to which it is
registered. If the MT is an W C it will be set to "O".

If the MT is a fiee MT, its

My-WC variable will be also set to "O".
My-sepuence-num - any connectivit. change will result in an increase of the
sender's My-sequence-num.

My-regMT_num

It is initialed to "O" when the MT is turned on.

- this variable stores the nurnber of the zone-MTs that are

currently registered to an MPC. Both the zone-MTs and the fkee MTs will have
their My-reg-MT-num

set to "O".
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My-neighboring-MPC-num

- this variable parameter counts the number of the

MPCs or fkee MTs that are in this MT's communication range.

ProbingMT-list - this parameter contains the IDs of al1 the zone-MTs that are
registered to a particular MPC. Both the zone-MTs and free-MTs will set this
parameter value to null.

Other parameters that need to maintained by al1 MTs include:
inne-outer-threshold-MEC

candidate threshold) - A constant radio signal

strength value. If the receiving radio signal is stronger than this value, the sender
will be considered currently in my MPC range, and thus suits being an MPC
candidate.

need-MT-Iist-search-for-MPC

- A flag used to indicate where to find the best

MEC When the MT turns on or the zone-MTdisjoin fiom an MPC, this value is
set to "true".

MT list - A table maintained in every MT's MIB to store information of the
neighboring MTs, which are currently in its communication range. Each entry
will contain the following: (1) M y J D (2) My-MPC (3) My-reg-MT-num
My-sequence-num

(5) My-neighboring-MPC-num

received-signal-strength.

(4)

(6) Lastpceived-time (7)

The first five parameters are exchanged by the "hello"

message. The Last-received-time

records the time of the last message received

from a neighboring MT. The received-signal-strength records the signal strength
of last message received fkom this MT.
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"Data sendingn queue - A queue maintained by every MT'S MAC layer to store
the non-real-the, real-time, and management data packet, prior to transmission.

"Coatrol trame" stack - Another b a e r in the MAC layer used to buffer the
control h e s that cannot suffer delay such as ACK, and CTS. The "control
fiame" stack has higher priority than the "data sending" queue in data sending.

3.1.1.5. MPC selection
Figure 3.8 shows the process of MPC seiection. Al1 the MTs will periodically broadcast
"hello" messages by calling the hello-£iom() routine (see Appendix A). Al1 the MTs in
the sender's communication range can receive the "hello" messages if there is no
collision. The receiver will record or update the sender's local information contained

within the "hello" message, including the receiving time and signal strength by calling
the hello-receipt-fiorno routine (see Appendix A). If the MT does not receive any signal
from a certain MT that is Iisted in its "MT list" within a timeout period, it will regard the
target MT as out of its communication range and will delete it fiom its "MT list".
Another time that a MT can realize a neighboring MT has shut down or has moved out of
its communication range is when it sends packet to this destination MT without receiving

an ACK for several times continuously. This will be m e r described later in Section
3.2.

M e r having been turneci on for a petiod of time exceeding the "observing period", as an

MT needs enough time to collect the neighboring MTs' information to avoid selecting an
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MPC depending on partial information, the MT selects an MPC from its list of possible
candidates.

-

Hello-message include:
My_MPC;
My-sequence_num;
My-reg-MT-num;
My-neighboring-WC-num;
Probing-MT& t ;

2. "Merge respond" message
Figure 3.8 MPC selection mechanism

The criteria upon which an MPC is chosen are as follows:
1. An MT whose My-MC value is

'Y)"

will join an MPC whose signal strength is at

or above the innerouter-threshold.

II. MPCs with largest My-reg-MT-nurn

are given preference. This MPC selection

criterion tends to discourage multiple cluster-heads within MPC range of each other.
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According to this criterion, if two MPCs move within MPC range of each other, the
smaller group will finally merge into the larger group.

III. MPCs that can communicate with a large number of other MPCs are given
preference. This is because the MPC with a higher My-neighbor-MPC-num

has

more MPCs or fiee MTs to coordinate with directly.

IV. If the al1 the above three criteria are the same for two or more candidate MPCs, then
the MT will select the MPC with the lowest ID.

After choosing the candidate MPC, if the candidate is not itself, the MT will send a
"merge request" message to the candidate MPC during the DCF penod by calling the
merge-request-fiorno

routine (see Appendix A).

merge-request-receipt-kom0

The candidate MPC will call the

routine (see Appendix A), and will either send back a

"merge response" message with "merge accept" or "merge reject" information. The latter
occurs only when there is a limitation on the number of zone MTs (access control
mechanism) or if the receiver has moved out of the MPC range of the sender. Lf the
sender of the "merge request" message does not receive the "merge response" message
on time, it will retry until it receives the response message. If the merge request is
accepted, then the MT will change my-MPC to reflect its new MPC and increase the
My-sequence-num

by 1. The MT will send a "disjoin" message by calling the

"disjoinJkomO" routine (see Appendix A), to its old MPC, if it had one. The old MPC
will respond with an ACK to announce the receipt of the message and call the
disjoin-receipt-fiorno (see Appendix A) routine to update the topology parameters. The
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MPC's

My-reg-MT-num

My-sequence-num

will

be

incremented

by

one,

and

its

will also change to reflect the revised number of group members.

3J.2. MPC illustrated
This section explains the operation of the MPC infiastructure-creation protocol by means
of illustrations. Each of the following examples represents a scenario, and its set of
corresponding actions perfomed by the mobile terminais running the MPC protocol.

in Figure 3.9, at time "O",

nodes 'Y' and "Y' are MPCs; nodes "a", "b", "c", and "d",

are al1 registered to "X", so the My-reg-MT-num

of "X" is 4. Node "e" is registered to

"Y", thus My-reg -MT-num of 'Y' is 1. When node "f' is tumed on at time 'Y", after
exchanging "hello" messages, it finds out that there are three candidates: "X", "Y", and
itself, which are in the MPC range of node "f '.

However, the zone-MTs of node "X" are 4 compared to 1 for node "y" and O for itself.
Therefore, node "f' will register to "X" by sending a "merge request" message, and in
turn will receive a "merge accept" message. Thus, MPC "X" will have 5 MTs registered
to it. At time "2", node "g" turns on; finding no existing MPCs in its MPC range and so
becomes a free MT. Node "h" turns on at time "3':

the fiee MTs "g" and "h" become the

MPC candidates because they exist in the MPC range of each other. They both are free
MTs, as there are no MTs registered to them at that time. Based on the
My-neighboring-MPC-num,

node "h" can reach two MPCs, " X and "Y", but node '9'
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oniy reach a single MPC, ""X",directly, so node "g" becomes a zone-MT of the new

MPC ""h".

Figure 3.9 Finding the MPCs

When node '"i"is turned on at time "4", it has three MPC candidates: "h", "Y" and itself
to choose nom. Node ""h"and "'Y" tie on My-reg-MT-num,
My-neighbonngMPC-nurn,

which are equal to 2.

(both equal to l), and

It has to use the fourth MPC

selection cntenon (smallest ID) to arbitrarily choose one as its MPC (that is node "h").
So, node "i" will register to MPC ""h?
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Sometimes, a zone-MT may need to disjoin fiom the old MPC and re-associate with a
new MPC or just disjoin fiom the original MPC. This is due to one of the following
reasons:
O

When the MT moves out of the MPC range of its original MPC. This is s h o w in
Figure 3.10 for node "e*' which was originally registered to MPC ''A*' at location
el.

Note:
1: merge-request
5: merge-request

2:merge-accept 3: disjoin
6:merge-accept 7: disjoin

4: ACK
8: ACK

Figure 3.10 Changing MPC aftiliation

O

If a zone-MT finds out that a neighboring MPC is more suitable than its current

MPC. In Figure 3.10, "e" was initially registered to "A*', so the My-reg-MT-num
of "A"

is equal to 1.

Nodes "f', "i"

are registered to "B",

so the
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My-reg-MT-num of 'B" is equai to 2. Node "g" and "h" are registered to "C",so
the My-reg-MT-mm

of "C" is also equal to 2. M e r node "e" re-associates with

"B", the My-reg-MT-nurn

of "B" increases to 3. Node "g" will now find that

"B" is more suitable to becorne its MPC because the My-reg-MT-num

of "B" is

larger than that that of "C". Node "g" will re-associate with "B" and disjoin fkom

"C".

The second MPC selection criteria (largest My-reg-MT-nu@,

with the help of the re-

association mechanism, causes the smaller MPC group to become smaller and finally
disappear. In Figure 3.1 1, at time "O", there are three MPCs, "Y, "Y', and " Z . Nodes
a , b , c , and "d", are al1 registered to "X". Nodes "e", and "f' are both registered to

66

9,

66

99

66
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"Y", and nodes "g" and "h" are registered to "2".When node "f' moves fiom fû to fi, at
time "l", MPC "X" will be within MPC range of node "f', and it finds that "X" has four
MTs registered to it, but its original MPC "Y" has only two MTs registered to it. Node
"f' will send a "merge request" message to "X", and node "X" responds with a "merge
response" message. Node "f' will then send a "disjoin" message to "Y", node "Y' will
respond with an ACK message. MPC " X will now have five MTs registered to it, while

MPC "Y" will only have one MT registered to it.

As the result of exchanging

information by "hello message", the next step of "MT leaving" will occur. Node "e" now
h d s that MPC "2" has more MTs registered to it than its original MPC, "Y", and reassociate with "Z".MPC "Y" now becomes a fiee MT because no MT is registered to it.
It wiil also be registered to MPC 'Z" and finally become a zone-MT. Therefore, the
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whole MPC group of "Y' hm been absorbed by its neighboring MPC groups, "'X" and

"Z', and disappears.

Figure 3.1 1 Re-association of MPC

Figure 3.12 shows the case when the MPC is shut down during the PCF penod.
Originally, there are two MPCs, "X'and "Y', in this network. Nodes "a*', '%", "c", W",
and "e", are registered to MPC "X',and Nodes "f', and "g*', are registered to MPC "Y".
h e d i a t e l y after MPC "X" initiates the PCF period by sending the proper beacon, "X"

is shut down. In this case, another MT, Say node "a", becomes the new MPC temporarily
in charge of nodes "b", "c", "d", and "f*,to finish this round of the PCF penod. Every

MT that originally registered to "X' will reset their My-MPC parameter to the ID of
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by 1. M e r the PCF period, they go into

the cornmon process of MPC formation: some nodes, like "d" and "eV', find that they are
outside the MPC range of "a", the new MPC; Node "d" thus tries to associate with "Y".
Node "e" h d s itself to be the best candidate to be an MPC, and thus becomes a fiee MT.

Figure 3.12 sbut down of MPC

3.2. MPC-MAC
In this section, we describe an E E E 802.1 1 compatible MAC protocol for wireless adhoc networks. Our protocol is based on the MPC infrastructure-creation scheme
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described in the previous section.

Section 3.2.1 gives an overview of the protocol.

Section 3.2.2 describes the MPC-MAC system parameters. Section 3.2.3 provides a
description of the protocol, while Section 3.2.4 explains the protocol by illustrations.

3.2.1. Protocol overview
This MPC-MAC protocol utilizes the MPC system presented in Section 3.1. When an
MT turns on, it is initialized as a fiee MT. Al1 MTs run the MPC creation protocol, and
some are elected to act as MPCs. The MAC protocol consists of DCF and PCF
components. There is no synchronization between different MTs.

3.2.1.1. Basic DCF and PCF in MPC-MAC

In the DCF active penod, every MT, regardless of its mode of operation, c m compete to
acquire the medium for data packet transmission. In DCF mode, not only non-real-time
data packets, management data packets, and control packets c m be sent, but also realtime data packets. However, d u ~ the
g PCF active period, al1 the MTs, except for MPCs

and fkee MTs, are prevented from competing for the medium until being polled by their
MPC. When an MT is polled by its MPC, it will search for real-tirne data packet to send.
If the polled MT has no real-time packet to send, it will answer with an empty data
packet. Therefore, when the DCF and PCF act in tum, the real-time data packets have a
better QoS level because they can be sent at any time of the super-kame period. On the
other hand, non-real-time packets can only be sent during the DCF active period. if the
PCF controller is an MPC, it will send its buffered real-tirne data packet and poll message
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to poll the MTs, which are registered to it in a round robin manner. A free MT just sends
its buffered real-the data packets during the PCF period. If the nodal density becomes
heavy in a single communication cell, to increase the efficiency of PCF, the MPC may
poll part of zone-MTs in its polling list. Here, a cal1 admission control mechanism would
play a very important role in separating the zone-MTs that have been given admission,
fkom al1 the zone-MTs in the polling list.

As described in Section 3.1.1.4, in the MAC layer, the data packet buffer consists of a

"data sending" queue and a "control fiame" stack. I f the buffer is not empty, it will
trigger the DCF to work. The DCF will try to send al1 the data packets in the "control
fkame" stack first, then the packets in the "data sending" queue one by one when the
value of its NAV is equal to O. Before sending any data packets in the "data sending"
queue, it should make sure that the "control frarne" stack is empty.

As in the E E E 802.1 1 MAC standard, each MT is in PCF mode once per super-fkne
time penod. A MPC will suspend the DCF (by setting its NAV to a non-zero value), and
will initiate the PCF period. M e r controlling the medium, the MPC sends its buffer's
real-time data packets, if any, and polls the MTs registered to it one by one. A Free MT
will check the "data sending" queue first for real-time data. If it does not find any realtirne packets in the queue, it does not initiate a PCF period. However, if it finds real-time
data packets in its buffer, it will suspend its DCF period, and go into the PCF active
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penod. Therefore, the PCF active period for a free MT is only for sending its own realtime packets.

Within the MPC-based MAC fiamework, several MPCs and fiee MTs can
simultaneously have the PCF initiation rights, and may CO-exist in the same
communication range. As shown in Figure 3.13, MPCs A , "B" and free MT "c" co-

exist in each other's communication range. They compete for the medium using the

PIFS,which is shorter than the DIFS. So, they always beat their neighboring nodes that
run the DCF.

However, collisions may happen arnong the PCF initiators if they

--

Figure 3.13 Tbree roles of MT

simultaneously contend for the medium using the PIFS only. To solve this problem, we
propose to use the random Slot Defer Number (SDN), as is done in the IEEE 802.1 1
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DCF, to extend the PIFS to several time slots to avoid collision among the MPCs and free
MTs.

However, even when the randomly created SDN is used to extend the PIFS, collisions
may still take place, or even the PCF of an MPC or a fiee MT may lose the competition
to the DCF of a neighboring zone-MT. Figure 3.14 shows a scenario in which a PCF
initiator suffers collision, and also a scenario where it loses the competition with DCF
nodes. At time to, MPC "A" plans to initiate PCF with an SDN value of 1, but node "8'
wants to send packets in DCF with an SDN value 0. At time tl, MPC "A" senses the
medium and realizes that it is occupied by node "d", thus it loses medium competition to
a DCF node. At time t3, the medium becomes idle again, but now node "e" joins the
medium acquisition competition with "A". The medium sensing time of node "A" is the
sarne as that of node "e". Therefore, node "A" sends the beacon signal, while node "e"
sends its "RTS" packet. They both suffer collision. Because the "beacon signal" is a
very short data packet, node "A" finishes transmitting earlier at time ts, senses that
mediurn is busy, realizes that it has suffered collision and reschedules the next medium
competition immediately. At time t6, node "e" finishes sending the "RTS" packet, and
waits for the "CTS" packet (which will not arrive because of the collision). At the sarne
time, node "A" senses the medium becoming idle again, and finally it successfully
initializes the PCF by sending a "beacon signal" at time t7. M e r "A" finishes its PCF at
time t8, MPC "B" and free MT "c" plan to schedule their PCF at the sarne tbne, and they
unfortunately choose the same random SDN, and suffer collision by sending the beacon
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signal at the same tirne. Because the length of the "beacon signal" is the same, they
finish sending at the same tirne, but there is no feedback to show that a collision has
occurred- Hence, there is no way to detect the collision.

Note: Letter in quote means nodes; SDN means Slot Defer Number

Figure 3.14 PIFS collision

3.2.1.2. Enhanced PCF mechanism

Unlike the DCF, in which the data transmission is unpredictable, the beginning of a PCF
penod is predictable, because the time interval between the PCF initial time points is
about the length of the super-kame time interval. We can use this characteristic to avoid

PCF initiation collisions. When it is time for an MPC or a fkee MT to initiate the PCF, it
will first check the recent PCF records of its neighbonng MPCs and fkee MTs, estimate
its possible competitors for the medium, and create a competitor list. The position of a
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competitor in the list wil1 match its last PCF initial order sequence. The SDN will be the
same as the position number in the list. Nomally, if the real-tirne traffic is light, PCF
periods of CO-existingMPCs and fiee MTs will spread sparsely in one super-hrne tirne
period. As Figure 3.15 shows, in the first s u p e r - k e period (time to to t3), real-time
traffic is light, each initiator's PCF duration is short, and they al1 fit in the predicted time

h

e established by history (for example, node "A" finishes PCF at time ti before the

predicted PCF initiai tirne of node "B" which is at time tz). In this period, any PCF
initiator when trying to initiate the PCF will find that there are no candidates to compete
with for medium access. The PCF initiators will use the PIFS with an SDN value of O to
compete for the medium. If the real-time trafKc is light, the PCF initiators will always
have higher priority over users of DCF and no collision will take place between the PCF
initiators.
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Figure 3.15 The enhanced PCF mechanisms
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If the real-time trafic becomes heavy, some PCF durations will become longer. An
initiator's PCF period may extend over the predicted start time of the next initiator's

PCF. As shown in Figure 3.15, in the second round, the real-time trac

becomes heavy,

the PCF penod of node "A" lasts up to time ts (beyond the second predicted PCF start
time, t4). When "B" initiates the PCF in the second round, it stili gets no other candidate
to compete with it, thus it waits only for PIFS and then gains control over the medium.
When node "B" finishes its PCF at time ts, it is beyond its predicted tirne, and there are
two nodes, "c" and "f', to compete for the medium. Node "c" finds that it is the first
candidate in the predicted sequence, thus it gets an SDN of "O", whereas node "f' gets an
SDN of "1". Node "c" gains access to the medium. If node "c" is shut down or just quits
the PCF, node "f' has the chance to acquire the medium. If al1 nodes suffer postponement
of their predicted PCF initiation time, this causes wasted bandwidth. Such an
unpredictable situation cannot even be controlled in cellular-like wireless LANs, and is
beyond the scope of this thesis.

In our protocol, the MPC will inform al1 its group members of the list and the order by
which the MTs will be polled using the 'hello" message. When the MPC announces the
start of the PCF, al1 the group members will keep m c k of which MT will be polled next.
When the PCF starts, every member MT will copy the polling MT list into volatile
memory. Wiîh the process of polling, deleting the member that responds back with an
empty data frame will modie the temporary polling list.

With this method, every
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member can calculate the time it will be polled. if the MT does not hear the polling
signal, it assumes its MPC must have been shut down, or might be out of range. In this
case, another group member can take over as an MPC. Since al1 zone MTs maintain the
polling order, the new MPC can continue the current PCF period. An example will be
illustrated in Section 3-2.4-

3.2.2. MPC-MAC system parameters
The following system parameters are used by our MPC-based MAC protocol:

my-net-PCFgoU

-A

variable that will be initialized when the zone MT

receives the beacon fiom its W C . It will be modified when it receives the
information fiom the MPC and count down with the time going. When it reaches
"û", the MT will doubt its MPC has shut down. During the PCF penod, it always

has a positive value, but during the DCF period, its value will be set to "-1".

pollinglist - A table maintained by every MT to keep track of its group members
that have the same MPC as itself The MPC will update it and broadcast it in the
"hello" message.

unfinishedqollinglist - For a specific PCF period, this Iist is used to track
which MT in the group has sent al1 its real-time data, and hence will not be polled
again.

RTSTbreshold -If the data packet size is larger than the value of this constant,
the virtual sense mechanism will be triggered.
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- A boolean variable used to indicate whether the group

the MT belongs to is currently in PCF mode or not.

3.2.3. Description of the MPC-MAC protocol
Here we will describe our MPC-MAC- When a packet arrives in the buffet, it will trigger
the DCF-sendo routine (see Appendix B), which will send the control fiame packet in
the "control kame" stack using SIFS to compete for the medium. The transmission of a
packet in the "control fiame" stack is not limited by the NAV and state mode. Even if the

NAV is not "O" or the MT is in PCF mode, the transmission of control data like ACK,
CTS is not deferred. So, in o w MPC-MAC protocol, after the polled MT sends a realtime packet, before the MPC polls the next MT, a gap (about SIFS+ tirne to send an
ACK) should be reserved to let the destination MT confirm with ACK.

Using

DCF-sendo to send the packet in the "data sending" queue, will be limited in the DCF
mode, and the NAV is set to "O".

Lfthe condition is not satisfied, the routine will suspend

itself till the NAV reaches "O" or the MT goes into DCF mode. When competing for the
medium for the packet in the "data sending" queue, the routine will use DES + randomly
created SDN. After winning the medium, it will send the packet directly (for a small size
packet) or send ''RTS" first (for a large size packet). In the latter case, al1 the MTs around
it will cal1 the RTS-receipt-fkom0 routine (see Appendix B) to set a value in NAV. If the
receiver is the destination of the RTS, it will send the CTS packet. Similarly, thc receiver
of the CTS will call CTS-receipt-fiom() routine (see Appendix B) to set the NAV.
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In the MPC system, there can be several PCF initiators CO-existingtogether, which need
to share a super-fÎame tirne period. Therefore, in an MPC system, in a super-frame, there
may be several PCF periods and DCF periods fkagmented and ïnterleaved together. The

MT uses "my-MPC-is-in-PCF*'

to coordinate the DCF and PCF in the super-frame. This

variable is set to "?rue**in only one PCF period fiagrnent that is initiated by its native

MPC, and is set to "false" at other titnes. When the MT receives a beacon signal (no
matter whether the sender is its MPC or not), in its NAV, a value equal to the length of
PCF duration will be set. The same thing happens, when it receives the "CF-end signal",
in its NAV, the corresponding value will be reset to

'Y)".

If the sender of the "CF-end

signal" is the MT'S MPC, then the variable "my-MPC-is-in-PCF"

will be set to "false".

In the MPC, the PCF-initiate0 routine (see Appendix B) will be activated periodically. It
uses PIFS and a calculated SDN to compete for the medium. The method to create SDN
is different fkom that in DCF, which is created randomly. In PCF, the MPC could check
the n e i g h b o ~ gMPCs* beacon record for "SDN's value equal to the number of MPC
around me which should have sent a beacon but still have not till now". M e r this MPC
wins the medium, it will send the beacon signal to initiate a PCF period. Al1 the MTs
around it will call the PCF-Beacon-receipt-fiorno

routine (see Appendix B) to reserve

the medium by setting NAV and initiating rny-next-PCFgoll,

estimating the time to

being polled that may trigger an MT to replace its MPC if the MT is not polled for a
certain period of time. When the MT replaces the MPC in the PCF period, it will call the
PCF-sendo routine (see Appendix B) to nnish the current PCF.

After it initiates the
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PCF, the MPC will call the PCF-sendo routine to poll and send real-tirne packets within
the MPC group. Ali the group members, including the MPC, will maintain their
unfinishedqolling-iist, and the MPC will follow the sequence in the list to poil the MTs,
one by one, by sending poll tokens to the MT. Al1 the group members will call the
poll-receipt -fkom() routine to update the time to be polled. If the MT is the destination of
the poll token, it will send a real-time packet fiom its buffer or send an empty hime if it

has no real-time packets to send. The MPC and al1 other group members will delete the
empty £kamesending MT fiom the unfînishedqolling-list. M e r al1 the real-time packets
have been sent or the PCF reserved time has expired, the MPC will send the "CF-end
signal" to finish the PCF period. The MTs around the MPC will call the
CF-end-receipt-fiorno

routine (see Appendix B) to set the NAV to ''0'' and unlock the

data-type packet's sending with the DCF.

Al1 the functions and packets' formats in MPC MAC are defined in IEEE 802.1 1. Our

MPC creation algorithm goes through the layer above the MAC. The objective and
challenge to design our MPC MAC protocol is to make it follow al1 the rules of IEEE
802.1 1. However there are still some differences with the IEEE 802.1 1 standard. First, in
the IEEE 802.1 1, the MTs only have the fiction of being poiled by a Point Coordinator

(PC), and never work as a PC. However, in our MPC MAC, an MT also needs the related
hinctions to work as MPC to initialize the PCF penod and poll other MTs to send realtime packets. The MT will have extra fûnctions to replace the original MPC when it shuts
down in the PCF period (The PC in the IEEE 802.1 1 never shuts down). The MPC MAC
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uses the neighboring MPC's beacon record to esthate the SDN afler the PIFS, which
always has a non-zero value. However, in IEEE 802.1 1, the PC always uses PIFS without

an SDN to compete for the media because the neighboring PCs could coordinate through
a wired connection. There is an MPC range inside the communication range in our MPC
MAC. The MT only tries to register to the MPC that is located in its MPC range and tries
to disjoin fiom the MPC if the W C moves out of the MPC range. However, in IEEE
802.1 1, there is only one communication range, the MT c m register to any PCs that it can

contact.

3*2.4. MPC-MAC illustrated
This section explains the operation of the MPC-MAC protocol by means of illustrations.
Each of the following examples represents a scenario, and a set of corresponding actions
perfonned by the MAC layer.

In Figure 3.16, When MPC "A" is about to initiate the PCF; it finds out that it is the only
MPC contending for the medium. Therefore, when the value in its NAV reaches O, it

senses the medium for a PlFS period, and sends a "beacon signal" afterwards. Al1 the
nodes in its communication range will set their corresponding NAVs to the value of the
PCF duration. "A" then begins to poll the MTs registered to it in the following order: "a,
b, c, d, e, and f'. "A" sends a poll token or a real-time packet piggybacked with a poll

token to "a**. Node "a9*then searches its data buffer and finds real-time packets, and
sends a real-tirne packet back to "A". MPC "A'* and al1 the group members assume that
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this node may have more real-the packets to send, and still keep it in their
unfinishedqolling-list. MPC "A** then sends a poll token to "b", which has no real-time
data and just sends an empty frame. "'A" and al1 group members will now delete this node

fiom their mfhishedgolling-list. The MPC will continue polling the other MTs until
there are no nodes in the unfinishedqolling-list, or until the reserved PCF duration is
over.

Figure 3.16 MPC shut down

if the MPC is shut down during this polling process, for instance after polling "c", then
every group member having maintained the unfinishedqolling-list (that is, "a*', "c", "d",
"'e", and "f*)cm become the temporary MPC. When node "c* finishes sending its packet,
node 'd" finds that the MPC did not poll it on tirne, and will become the MPC, and
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begins polling "e, f, a, c" and itself. Normal MPC selection can resume before the next

PCF period is initiated.

Consider Figure 3.16 above. If MT h

wants to send a large data packet, it first sends an

RTS to MT "g". When MPC "A" is in the PCF period, no matter whether "g" is
registered to "A" or not, MT "g" will not send back a CTS (because the medium is
already reserved) even if it had successfuIly received the RTS fkom MT "hW.This is
because its NAV was set to the value contained in the beacon signal of MPC "A" when it
announced the beginning of the PCF. In this case, MT "h" may try to send the data
packet or RTS to MT "g" several times, but will not receive the CTS. MT "h" will quit
trying to send and conclude that MT "g" was shut down or is out of the communication
range, and so it will delete "g" fiom its list of MTs. The situation is rectified d e r "h"
receives the next %elle" message of MT "g". It then adds "g" again to its list. If the
sending MT regards the destination MT as shut down or out of the communication range,
even it had tried sending several times, it will not increase the value of the Collision
Window (CW). Otherwise, the sending MT will consider that the failure was caused by
collision, and hence double the value of its CW. It should be noted that small packets
could be sent directly. The receiver can respond with an ACK (even if the medium is
reserved), thus there will be no problem.

As Figure 3.17 shows, MT "d" was initially registered to MPC "A" at location dl.

When "d" moves fiom d l to d2, it finds out that MPC "B" is more suitable to be its MPC,
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and sends a "merge request" message to "B", and "B" sends back a "merge accept"
message to "6'.KCbA"gains medium control to go into the PCF period before 3i" sends
the 'disjoin" message to "A", then, node "A" will still regard "ci" as one of its registered

MTs, and polls it regularly till node "d" has a chance to send the "di~join'~
message in the
next DCF period.

Figure 3.17 Duplicate MPC problem

3.3. Summary
This chapter provided an in-depth explanation of the operation of our proposed MPC
inffastructure-creation protocol, and the operation of our proposed MAC protocol for
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wireless ad-hoc networks. lllustrative examples of MPC-based infiastructure-creation and
MPC-based MAC were also presented.

We presented an overview of the routines that will be called on when an MT exchanges
"hello" messages, "merge request" messages, "merge response" messages, and "disjoin"
messages, with neighboring MTs* Furthemore, we explained how the most current data
about the network topology is gathered and maintained, and how the MPC infrastnictwe
is established and maintained throughout the wireless ad-hoc network.

in the MAC layer, a "data sending" queue exists and is used to buffer the incoming data
packets that need to be relayed, or the packets created by the application(s) running on
the MT and need to be sent. The MAC-layer "control fiame" stack is used to buffer the
hi&-pnority control fiames, such as ACK, and CTS.

CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this chapter, we study the performance of our MPC wireless MAC protocol. The
performance of the E E E 802.11 in an ad-hoc wireless environment, where only DCF can
operate, was examined and tested, and compared to the performance of our proposed

MAC protocol.

In our protocol, the DCF and the PCF (as defined in the IEEE 802.1 1)

c m CO-exist. A packet-level simulator was developed using the Java programming
language in order to monitor, observe and measure the performance of our protocol,
using different input parameters. There are no other independently published resuits to
compare with the results provided in this chapter.

4.1. Simulation mode1
4.1.1. Experimental setting
In our simulation experiments, the channel capacity is set to 2 Mbps. Al1 the MTs are
assumed to be within a 400 x 400 unit grid. The three IFS penods, SES, PIFS,DIFS and
the slot defer time have been set to an effective length of 2, 3, 14 and 1 octet,
respectively. There is a gap between the PIFS and the DIFS, which enables several
neighboring MPCs to compete for the medium without interference with the DCF nodes.
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To avoid collision between MPCs, several neighboring MPCs may wait for the PIFS plus
a calculated number of defer siots provided that the total does not exceed 14 octet periods
(equal to DIFS). (Note: Here, to improve the performance of PCF, we have slightly
rnodified the IEEE 802. I 1, which defines the difference between PIFS and DIFS as one
time dot.) The size of the Collision Window (CW) is between 8 and 128. When the MT
suffers repeated collisions, the CW may reach 128. When an MT is successfül for 4
consecutive times, the CW will be halved till it reaches 8. In our simulations, when
packet transmission is attempted 3 times without receiving an ACK, the packet will be
discarded. If the MT discards 3 packets in a row for the same destination, the destination

MT is removed Grom the "MT list". The PCF period is periodic with the super-frame
being equal to 1 second. "Hello" messages are exchanged every 0.2 seconds. if the MT
does not hem fiom its neighboring MT for 2 seconds, it will remove it from its "MT list".

Each experiment tests the behavior of the system for a given number of nodes, N, for 60
seconds. Our simulations consist of two stages: the network initiation stage, and the
testing stage. During the network initiation stage, the MTs are created one at a time.
M e n a MT is generated, it tries to establish neighborhood and MPC associations with
the existing MTs. M e r al1 specified MTs have been created for 5 seconds, the simulation
then goes into the testing stage where data is collected for an additional 60 seconds.
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4.1.2. Mobility model
In the simulation, every MT is in one of two mobility states: moving or pausing. When
in the moving state, the MT moves towards its target location detemined in the last pause
penod, with a specific speed (randomly generated with a mean equal to Move Speed (S)).
When the MT reaches its target location, it will reach its pausing state. The length of the
pausing period is also randomly generated with a mean equal to a user defined input
parameter, Pause Time (P). During the pause period, it will determine the next target
location and its moving speed. Hence, the MT'S lifetirne will consist of moving periods
(each with its own speed and direction), and pausing periods (of different time intervals)
in tuni- The creation of S, P and the next target location is by Eq. (4-1). Here, the
b c t i o n "random (x)" creates a value frorn a uniform distribution (fiom O to 1). Another
variable parameter related to the mobility model is the transmission range, R, which is
discussed later (Section 4.2.2). The MPC range is always set to half of the transmission
range.
Value = lowest bound + 2*mean * random (x)

4.1.3. Trafflc model
There are a nuniber of packet types: MAC controi packets (ACK, RTS, CTS, etc.),
application/data packets (real-tirne and non-real-tirne), and MPC-related packets (hello,
merge request, merge response and disjoin). The length of the control packets and MPCrelated packets is set to 20 and 80 octets, respectively. The length of the data packets is
detemined by the parameter Packet Length, L.
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When an MT receives a data packet addressed to it, it creates and sends an ACK to
confïrm receiving the packet. When the MT plans to send a data packet whose length is
over RTSThreshold, it will create and send an RTS packet first to reserve the medium
and trigger the destination MT to respond back with a CTS packet. in our simulation
experiments, RTSThreshold is set to a value such that the RTS-CTS exchange is used at
al1 times.

The creation of data packets is detennined by three parameters: Mean Rate (MR), Peak
Rate (PR) and Burst Length (BL). MR is used to describe the value of the average packet
creation rate during this MT'S whole lifetime. Real-tirne trafic is not distributed evenly;
and usually cornes in bursts, as shown in Figure 4.1. Data creation is concentrated in
certain ON penods (a-b, c-d and e-f) with intervening idle/OFF penods (b-c and d-e). The
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"BL" is used to describe the average length of the ON penod. The packet generation rate
during the ON penod is given by PR, which is higher than the MR. In order to simplify
our experiments, we always set PR to 2 x MR, and BL was set to 0.25 seconds. The user
can define the Packet Rate simulation parameter, A = MR. When creatùig a data packet,

an MT will choose a destination that it believes to be within its communication range.
M e r the data packet is created, it will be pushed into its "'data sending9*queue. The

"data sending*' queue maximum size is 20 packets. If the queue becomes full, no new
packets are created.

In the ON penod, packet inter-arrivals follow an exponential

distribution fiinction. We use Eq. (4-2) to calculate the next arriva1 time of packets.
(Here, X is the packets' arrival rate and x is a random nurnber created between O and 1.

Next arriva1 t h e = current tirne - f

log (X)

4-2

Table 4.1 provides al1 the simulation parameters and their nominal values. (Note: Al1
parameters except h, R, P, S, N and L are constant. Most parameters' value settings come

from the E E E 802.11 standard documents [31-351.

Other parameters like

DataSendingQueueSize, Grid size, reportinterval-tirne, etc. where assumed to the
realistic values.)
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Parameter

1
1

dataRate
PR r (2A)
r(U
BL r
PR c (2h)
M R c (A)
BL c
MPC-radius (W2)

-

communication-radius
(RI
Grid s u e
avg-movingspeed
avggauseTime (P)
DataSendingQueueSize
NodeNum (N)
Packet L min (L)
Packet-L-max( (L)
RTSTbreshold

1
1

withPCF

CW-minimun
CW maximum
CW-decrease-threshold
PacketL hello
PacketL mergeRequest
PacketL mergeRespond
PacketL disjoin
PacketLfiinction
SIotUnitLengtb
SïFSLength
PiFSLength
DïFSLength
MPC-replace-ES
PollRespondExpired

Nominal

Meaning
1 The transmission rate

-

-

r ~ e a Rate
k
of real-time iraffic
1 Mean Rate of real-time -c
Burst Length of real-time traffic
1 Peak Rate of non-real-tirne traffic.
Mean Rate of non-real-tirne ar5
ftc
Burst Length of non-real-time traffic
b e r communication range used to establish the MPC
inftastructure
Real communication ce11 range.

r

-

1
1

value
2M b ~ s
10 packetdsec
5 packetskec
0.25 sec
1O packetdsec
5 packetdsec
0.25 sec
25.0 uni&

1

50.0 units

Simulation grid size
400 x 400 unit
10 unitdsec
Average moving speed of the nodes for every moving
period
Average length of the node's pause penod- This is the same 4 sec
as avg-movingspeed, The method by whicb to create a
value for a specific pause period is depends on moveModel
20 packets
The s u e of the node's MAC queue
The number of nodes in the simulation. Nodes are created
40 nodes
one by one
The minimum length of real-time and non-real-the packets 1O00 octets
1000 octets
The maximum length of real-time and non-real-the
packets. We choose the same value as the minimum packet
length
If the data packet size is larger than this value, it will trigger 400 octets
the virtual sense rnechanism
This is the parameter used to control the type of network we True or False
1 want to s&ulate. It can have one of two possible value:
[
1 True - wireless ad-hoc network
1
False - wireless ad-hoc network with MPC creation
8
The minimum Collision Window (CW)size. The CW is a
parameter med to create the SDN:
128
The maximumCW value
4
The required number of consecutive successiÙl
transmissions to reach CW minimum fiom CW maximum
80 octets
S u e of the "hello" message
80 octets
S u e of the "merge request" message
80 octets
Size of the "merge response" message
80 octets
Size of the ""disjoin"message
20 octets
S u e of the control hunes, Iike ACK, RTS, CTS, and
beacon
The effective length in bytes of one slot defer period
1 octet
2 octets
The effective length in bytes of the SES
3 octets
The effective length in bytes of the PIFS
The effective length ia bytes of the D E S
14 octets
1000 octets
The effective length in bytes of the IFS for the doubting
MT cornpethg to replace the original MPC
6 octets
The effective length in bytes of the time duration during
which a polled MT is expected to respond to its MPC

1
1
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WaitingExpired
ExistDoubtCredit

ShortRe tryLimit
LongRetryLimit
poll_tryLirnit
SuperFrarneLength
max-PCF-duration
HelloIntervalLength
ExistSuspiciousLimit
reportinterval time
collectlnterval num
1nitialWaitLengt.h
nodeAvgCreateinteval
simulation time
node avg duration

1
1
1

The ACK timeout period, starting fiom the time the
corresponding data packet had k e n transmined
The sxmümm number of transmission failures afler which
a destination is to be removed fiom the node's "MT List"
Mnumber of time to attempt trausmitting
packet
- a whose size is smaller than ~ ~ ~ ~ h r & h o l d
Maximum number of time to attempt transmittiag a packet
whose size is larger than RTSThreshold
The maximum number of times to poll an MT afler which it
will be deleted fiom "MT list9*in case no response has been
received
Length of the super h e period
The maximum length of the PCF period that an MPC can
reserve
The interval between "hello" messages
The neighboring MT whose "hello" message is not heard
for this value will be deleted fiom the "MT list".
The length of the batch interval
Number of batch intervals in one simulation experiment
When a node is tumed on, it remains silent for this penod to
collect information.
This value defines the tirne interval between nodes creation
in the simulation initiation stage
The length of the entire simulation t h e
The average lifetime of a node

79
2000 octets
3
3

3
3
1 sec
0.5 sec

0.2sec
2 sec
10 sec
6
0.4 sec

1 sec
200 sec
!O0 sec

Table 4.1 The simulation parameters

4.1.4. Performance metrics
The following are the performance metrics of interest in this thesis: (1) the transmission
delay, which is measured f?om the tirne when the packet is created until the time the MT
receives an ACK fiom the destination MT of this sent packet. We calculate the Average

Delay (AD) of al1 the successfùlly received packets. (2) The Discard Ratio (DR),which
is the ratio of the number of discarded packets to the total number of packets sent. There
are several reasons for an MT to discard a packet. For example, before sending the
packet, the MT checks the packet's destination to see whether it is reachable, if the
packet's destination is not in the MT'S reachable neighborhood MT list, the MT discards
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the packet without trying to send it. This kind of discarding does not occupy any medium
resources. The packet may also be discarded because sending failed 3 consecutive times.
When we calculate DR, we count the packets that are sent but failed and are finally
discarded relative to the total number of packets that are sent (both those that are
successful and those that fail). (3) The Compensation Rate (CR), which is a measure of
the performance loss of non-real data to the performance gain of real tirne data. With the
help of the PCF,the average delay of real-time packets always decreases, but at the same
time, the average delay of non-real-time packets often increases. CR is given by Eq. (4-3)
below. A large value for CR means that the PCF brings in a p a t e r negative effect on
non-real-tirne packet's AD than the positive effect on AD of real-time packets. Ideally,
CR should be less than 1. CR c m be used to represent the benefit of PCF; a smaller CR

leads to a better PCF performance.

CR =

AD of non realtimewith PCF - AD of non real tirne ~ÏrhourPCF
AD of real timewithoutPCF - AD of real time with PCF

(4-3)

4.2. Discussion of the results
A number of simulation experiments were conducted in order to study the effects of
Packet Arriva1 Rate (A), Radio Transmission Range (R), MT Mobility (including Moving
Speed - S, and Pause Time

- P),

Nurnber of Nodes (N), and Data Packet's Length (L).

The results are shown in Figures 4 . 2 4 7 . Ln these Figures, Column-1 shows the Average
Delay of real-tirne packets and non-real-time packets with and without the PCF, and
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Column-II shows the Discard Ratio of real-time and non-real-time packets with and
without the PCF.

4.2.1. The effect of packet arriva1 rate
The results of the experiments in this section show the effect of changing the packet
arriva1 rate (A), and are shown in Figure 4.2. in al1 the experirnents, with the increase of
both the Average Delay (AD) and the Discard Ratio (DR) increase. Comparing the

AD of the experiments with the PCF to the AD without the PCF, we found that using the
PCF benefits the MAC performance by decreasïng the AD and DR of real-time packets in
al1 cases. In Figure 4.2A-1, with the PCF, the AD of real-time packets decreased by 11%
but that of non-real-time packets increased by 10% when h is 1 packetkec (CR=0.93).
When h increases, the PCF gives more benefit to real-tirne packets than the negative
effect on non-real-time packets. When h is 3.5 packethec, the AD of real-time packets
decreased by 20%, while the AD of non-real-the packets only increased by 14% (CR=
0.66).

From Figure 4.2A-II, we see the advantage of the PCF, which decreases the DR of both
real-time packets and non-real-time packets. When h is 1.5 packetslsec, the DR of realtime packets decreased by 43% and at the same time, the DR of non-real-time packets
also decreased by about 5%. The reason is as follows: when we lower the DR of realtime packets this implies that collisions of real-time packets decrease, and this would ease
the traffic load on the medium. Then during the DCF penod, less MTs take part in the
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competition for the medium, and that leads to lower collision of non-real-time packets,
and thus the DR of non-real-time packets may also decrease.

When we increased the MT's radio transmission range (R) to 200 units, this increases the
density of the MTs per cell. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4.2B.
When compared to Figure 4.2A, we can find that AD and DR both increase more sharply
with the increase of A When R is 200 and X is increased fkom 1 to 3.5 packetdsec, AD
for real-time packets with the PCF increased by about 500% as opposed to only 57.6%,
when R is 100. On the other hand, DR for real-time packets with the PCF increased by
870% using the same settings for R and

as opposed to only 200%, when R was 100

units.

When we increased the MT'S moving speed fiom 1 unitlsec to 11 units/sec, the use of the

PCF resulted in a larger performance loss for non-reaI-time packets than the performance
gain for real-time packets. Comparing Figure 4.2C-1 to Figure 4.2A-1, for example, when

S is 11 and A is 3.5 packetskc, with the PCF the AD of real-tirne packets is decreased by
6.7% but that of non-real-time packets increases by 30.5%. Comparing Figure 4.2C-II to

Figure 4.2A-II, we find that the performance gain for real-time traffic with the PCF is
more apparent. We also note that the rate of increase of DR with increasing h is much
lower with higher mobility. When we increased the MT's pause time fiom 4 to 24 sec,
the benefit to real-time packets with the PCF increased and the trade-off for non-real-the
packets with the PCF slmnk. Using the PCF, AD for real-time packets decreased, and
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increased by about 17% for non-real-time trafic, as shown in Figure 4.2D-1. This beats
the 6.7% gain (for real time traffic) and the 30.5% loss (for non-real-tirne data), as shown
in Figure 4.2C-1.

When we double the number of nodes fiom 40 to 80 (as shown in Figure 4.2E) the nodal
density increases, a small increase in AD and DR results for small values of h because the
medium capacity is still much higher than the traffic load. However, with the increase of
in

the increase of both AD and DR in the case of high nodal density is much sharper

than in low nodal density, because the t r f i c load in high nodal density will increase
drarnatically when X increases. For exarnple, when A reached 3.5 packetskec, AD for
real-time t r a c using the PCF increased by 200% under high nodal density, as opposed
to 60% under low nodal density, and DR for real-time with PCF also increased to twice

as much as for a low nodal density network. The CR is higher in high nodal density
network than low nodal density networks.

When we double the packet size (from 1000 to 2000 octets), as in Figure 5-2F, AD was
also doubled when h was small. The reason behind this is that when the h is small,
alrnost al1 the packets will be sent immediately without being delayed in the MAC queue.
The MT needs more time to transmit the larger packets. When A increases, both AD and

DR increase in a sharp manner.
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4.2.2 The effect of the radio transmission range
The experiments in this section sîudy the effect of changing the radio transmission range

(R) on the performance. in dl the experiments, the use of the PCF benefited real-time
packets by reducing AD and DR. In column 1 of Figure 4.3, we found that with the
decrease of R, AD also decreases. If' the traffïc load is low enough, the MT will send the
packet imrnediately, and the packet delay will be very small.

In Figure 4.3A, when R is large, the PCF decreased both AD and DR for real-time
packets. When R was 200 units, using the PCF, AD for real-time packets decreased by
24%, and DR decreased by 69%. In Figure 4.2A-II, DR for real-tirne traffic using the

PCF stayed very low, and with the decrease of R there was almost no change in the
value.

When we increased the average moving speed, nom L to 11 units/sec, the Compensation
Rate (CR) of AD increased. In Figure 4.3B-1, when R was 200, CR was 3.15 compared
to 1.60 in Figure 4.3A-1. The pause time also af5ects CR. Cornparhg Figure 4.3C-I to
Figure 4.384, when we increased the pause time fiom 4 to 24 sec, CR was reduced to
2.26 fiom 3.15. The effect of nodal density is shown in Figure 4.3D and Figure 4.3E7
which show simulation experiments for 80 nodes and 100 nodes, respectively. When R is
200 units, AD for real-time traffic with the PCF is 6.3, 13.9. and 32.3 ms when the
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number of nodes is 40, 80, and 100, respectively. With the decrease of R,AD for al1 the
experiments decreases as well.

As can be concluded fiom column II in Figure 4.3 (A, B, C, D and E), there are two
factors affecthg DR. if R decreases, the number of cornpethg MTs, and corresponding

MAC collisions, also decreases. This is clearly shown in Figures 4.3 A-II, 4.3 DII, and
4.3 EH. The other factor is mobility, when R decreases, a moving MT would be more
likely to move out of its communication zone. This would lead to the transmission of
packets, for which no ACKs will be received. in Figure 4.3B-II and Figure 4.3C-II, the
speed is much higher, and a decrease in R results in an increase in DR. The mobility
factor affects the results more than the density factor does.

increasing pause time

decreases the mobility factor. In Figure 4.3C-II, DR only increased by 9.3%, but it
increased by 15.3% in Figure 4.3B-II, with a higher speed and a shorter pause tirne.
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4.2.3. The effect o f the mobile speed
The Experiments in this section study the effects of changing the speed (S) of MTs on the
performance. in Figure 4.4, Column 1, shows that the effect of mobility on the average
delay is Limited. However, the MT'S speed had a greater effect on DR. For example, in
Figure 4.4A-II, when S grew from 1 to 51 unitdsec, DR for real-time packets with the

PCF increased by 879%. When we doubled R Eiom 100 units to 200 units, DR was
initially at a higher Ievel when S was 1 unit/sec, but grew less sharply with increasing S.
For exarnple, DR for real-tune traffïc with the PCF and R=200 was 6.6% when S was 1

-

unit/sec much higher than DR in the R=100 case (2.4%). However, when S reached 51
unitdsec, DR was 20% in the case of R=200

-

lower than DR in the case of R=100,

where it was equal to 24%. The reason is that when we increase the Radio Transmission
Range, the nodal density radio coverage area increases, thus DR is increased when S is
small. But, the large radio transmission range increases the ability to reduce the effect of
mobility. When we double the number of nodes, the DR c w e for real-tirne traffïc with
the PCF is parallel to the former, but is 5 points higher with the increase in S.

4.2.4. The effect o f the pause time
The experiments in this section study the effects of changing the pause time (P) on
performance.

The results in Figure 4.5 show that both AD and DR are generally

improved with increasing the pause tirne for the MTs. This is because with a higher
pause time, packets can be usually delivered in fewer attempts.
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4.2.5. The effect of the number of nodes
Experiments in this section study the effects of changing the number of MTs (N) in the
simulation on the performance. Both AD and DR increase as the number of nodes
increases.

In Figure 4.6A-1, we see that with the increase in N, the performance

advantage of the PCF for real-tirne packets is more apparent. When N was 40, with the

PCF, AD for real-tirne packets decreased by 11.5%, as opposed to 23% for N=140. In
Figure 4.6A-II, the use of the PCF decreased DR for real-time packets by at least 41%.

DR for non-real-time packets also decreased.

When we doubled X from 1 packetfsec to 2 packets/sec, AD also increased, but the rate of
increase is higher when N is higher. For example, when N was 40, AD for real-tirne
traffic with the PCF increased fiom 5.1 msec to 6.0 msec, (a 17.6% increase). However,
when N was 140, AD for real-time t r a c with the PCF increased fiom 9.3 msec to 20.7
msec (a 123% increase). Also DR with A = 2 packetdsec increased more sharply with the
increase of N. When we doubled R Erom 100 to 200 units (see Figure 4.6C), it increased
the density of the nodes in the each radio coverage area, thus the effect is the same as
increasing h(Figure 4.6B), but AD and DR grew more sharply than the increases of R.

When we increase the value of S to 11 unitshec (Figure 4.6D), the performance gain of
using the PCF decreases. For example, when S=l and N=40 (see Figure 4.6A-I), CR is
0.85, as opposed to 2.34 when S=i 1 (see Figure 4.6D-I). Lf the pause time is increased,
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the effect is a reduction of CR (see Figure 4.6E-1). The performance gain in DR is even
more apparent when mobility is increased, especially for a large number of MTs.

When we increased L from 1000 to 2000 octets (see Figure 4.6F), AD increased
significantly. Comparing Figure 4.6F to Figure 4.6A, (with N growing fiom 40 to 140),

AD for real-tirne trafKc with the PCF increased by 4.3 m e c and 23.8 msec, for smdl and
large packets respectively. Also, DR for reai-time traffic with the PCF increased fiom
5.2 (see Figure 4.6 A-II) to 17.7 (see Figure 4.6 F-W. Of more importance to us is the

relative performance gain with the use of the PCF. CR for large size packets is 0.134
(when N=140 in Figure 4.6F-II), which is smaller than for small size packets (1.05 when

N=140 in Figure 4.6A-II). This indicates that using the PCF brings in more benefit for
real-time packets as the number of nodes andor the packet size increase.
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4.2.6. The effect of the packet length
Experiments in this section study the effects of changing the packet size (L) on the
performance. The results shown in Figure 4.7 indicate that both A D and DR ïncrease as
the packet size increases. However, the value of CR tends to decrease. For example, in

Figure 4.7 A-1 (with N=40,h =1), when L=600,the CR was 2.00, but when the L=1600,
the CR decreased to 0.62. This confms the fact that the performance gain is more
apparent for larger packet sizes.
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4.3. Summary
This chapter evaluated the performance of our proposed MPC-MAC protocol with PCF
control, Ùirough a comprehensive simulation model- The performance of MPC-MAC
was compared to the IEEE 802.1 1 DCF-based MAC without MPC.

Simulation

experïments show that in al1 cases the use of PCF benefits real-time packets by
decreasing the Average Delay (AD) and the Discard Ratio (DR). However, this may
corne at the expense of increasing the Average Delay for non-real-time data. The Discard
Ratio for both real-time and non-real-time packets improves with the use of PCF.
Therefore, our MPC-MAC outperforms the standard DCF IEEE 802.1 1 MAC protocol in
multi-hop ad-hoc environments.

When packet arriva1 rate (A) increases, both AD and DR increase. The size of data
packets (L) affects AD directly, as more tirne is needed to transmit a larger size packet.
DR also increases with the increase in L, but not as sharply as AD. With an increase in
the number of nodes (N), the nodal density increases. This will also increase the traffic
load, thus both AD and DR will increase. The radio transmission range (R) has more
effect on the nodal density than N does. With the increase of R, the nodal density will
also increase, causing AD and DR to increase dramatically when the node is in a low
mobility state. The node's mobility mainly affects DR. Actually, it is the sequency of
moving in and out of the neighboring MTs' transmission range that affects DR, and the
higher the fiequency, the higher DR.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

5.1. Summary
The IEEE 802.11 standard is the most popular MAC protocol for infkastmcture-based
wireless local area networks.

However, in an ad-hoc environment, the Point

Coordination Function (PCF), defined in the standard, cannot be readily used. This is due
to the fact that there is no central authority to act as a Point Coordinator (PC). Peer-topeer ad-hoc mode in the IEEE 802.11 standard only implements the Disû-ibuted
Coordination Function @CF). In this thesis, an efficient and on-the-fly infrastructure is
created using o w proposed Mobile Point Coordinators (MPC) protocol. Based on this
protocol, we have also developed an efficient MAC protocol, namely MPC-MAC. Our

MAC protocol extends the E E E 802.11 standard for use in multi hop wireless ad-hoc
networks implementing both the DCF and PCF modes of operation. The goal, and aIso
the challenge, is to achieve QoS delivery and pnority access for real-time traffic in adhoc wireless environrnents while maintainhg backward compatibility with the

802.1 1 standard.

IEEE
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In our MPC indkastructure-creation protocol, sorne of the mobile nodes, bas&

-

-

on an

agreed-upon policy, are elected as MPCs and become in charge of all, or a subset, of the
neighboring nodes located within their wireless communication range of association,
known as the MPC range. With the "large communication range but srnaIl cluster range"
concept in our MPC creation scheme, we can overcome, or at least ease, some of the
problems caused by utilizing the MTs as BSs.

In our proposed scheme, when two

neighboring MPCs are more than one hop apart, both can initiate the PCF period at the
sarne tirne without resulting in collisions, The neighboring MPCs will be farther away

tha. the registered MT'S MPC, and thus less inter-cluster interference results. We were
also abte to overcome the natural shortage of effective coordination methods between
neighboring MPCs, which cannot conventionally communicate via any wiredlwireless
intercomection network, unlike BSs. Also, in a srnall cluster, when an MPC is shut
down during the PCF period, the node that replaces it will be capable of communicating
with a11 the cluster members. The cluster is small enough that any two nodes within the
cluster can communicate directly. The small cluster range also eases the problems
created by mobility: al1 the nodes registered to an MPC are located dose to the MPC, and
a registered MT has enough time to inform the MPC of its re-association before it moves
out of its communication range.

We developed a packet-level simulator to test the performance of the MPC-MAC
protocol in a wireless ad-hoc environment. The results were compared with the peer-topeer mode of the IEEE 802-1 1 standard, which implements the C S W C A DCF. We
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have conducted experiments to observe the effects of mobility (including speed and pause
period), packet arrival rate, packet length, and nodal density (including radio transmission
range and number of nodes), on the performance of our protocol. We found that, our

MPC-MAC has a positive effect on real-time packets by decreasing the average delay

and discard rate. On the whole, the system performance of our MPC-MAC is improved
compared to peer-to peer IEEE 802.1 1, especially when the mobility is greater. More
importantly it achieves QoS performance for real-time traffic by enhancing their average
delays and discard ratios.

5.2. Future work
The cluster-head protocol would facilitate the development of a comprehensive and
promising fiamework for QoS management in wireless mobile ad-hoc networks once the
proper integration of call admission control mechanisms and routing is done.

The

duster-head irnproves the centralized management of ad-hoc networks, and makes
centralized routing and cal1 admission control possible. Consequently, high t r a c loads
become more manageable, and congestion can be avoided.

Our hture research work wiIl also include developing cluster-head-based call admission
control and cluster-head-based routing.

Our "small cluster" concept brings in one

feature: neighboring cluster-heads may communicate directly within one hop.

This

makes direct communication between the cluster-heads without the help of "gateways"
possible. Assigning channel bandwidth fairly and efficiently using cluster-heads is both
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challenging and interesting. Only cluster-heads need to maintain information about the
whole network, while the member MTs only need to collect network topology
information fiom their cluster-heads.

Enabling cooperation between cluster-heads and base stations is another interesting field
of research. Today, base stations and low-earth-orbit (LEO) communication satellites
cover large geographical areas. For example, in wireless LANs, cluster-heads can be used
to carry Intemet trafic to the nearest access point. Moreover, cluster-heads can be
utilized to cover areas not covered by cellular base stations. They may act as
complementary access points to both types of networks, cellular and ad-hoc, for which
they will regulate efficient wireIess access. Mobile nodes can then be guaranteed to roam
seamlessly between the two types of networks.

Wireless ad-hoc routing is another hot research field. With the efficient MPC formation
scheme we proposed in this thesis, routing may achieve considerable gains, since zoneMTs need not be tracked throughout the entire network. Only ciuster-heads need to track
zone-MTs during the re-association process. In cluster-head-based routing, when an MT
wishes to send a data packet to another MT that is more than one hop away, it will only
need to send the packet to its cluster-head which forwards the packet to the cluster-head
in charge of the destination. Our MPC selection scheme will establish a smaller-MPCrange system that enables packet transmissions between MPCs. To achieve this, another
cluster-head-based routing protocol should be designed. Using our MPC-MAC protocol
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and our efficient access control mechanism, we can soon witness the first generation of
wireless mobile multi-hop ad-hoc networks with total conformance to existing wireless

LANs.
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APPENDIX A

MPC-CREATION ALGORITHMS

This appendix contains the pseudo code for the algorithms executed by the Mobile
Terminal (MT), which runs the MPC infrastructure-creation protocol. The hello-fiorno
routine is called by an MT penodically when it is time to send a "hello" message. The
hello-receiptJiom0 routine is called by an MT when it receives a b6hello"message from
a neighbor. M e r the MT has been tumed on for the time exceeding the "observing
period", if the MT finds the "best" MPC candidate, the merge-request-fiorno

routine

will be called to send a "merge request" message. An MT receiving a 'merge request"
message, will cal1 the merge-request-receipt-fiorno

routine which will send back

"merge response" message. Upon receiving a "merge accept" message, the sender of the
"merge request" message, if orighally registered to another MPC, will call the
disjoin-fromo routine to send a "disjoin" message to it. The original MPC will then cal1
disjoin-receipt-fiorno routine to update its topology parameters. The registration process
may last for some time due to MAC contention. During the registration process, the MT
may possibly find another MPC candidate that is better than the one it is trying to
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associate with. To guarantee that an MT would not try to re-associate with more than one
node at tfie same tirne, only one instance of the merge-request-fiorno

and the

disjoinuifiornOroutines is allowed at the any t h e .

hello-fromo
The hello-fiorno routine is called periodically (see Figure A.1). Line 2 shows the
creation of a new "hello" message with the values of using the five topology-parameters.

V the MT is an MPC, it should contain the list of MTs that registered to it. In lines 3-7,
the "hello" message is inserted into the first position of the "data sending" queue. This
implies that the "hello" message will have higher priority than other non-real-time data
packets.

The "hello" message is only sent during the DCF period with medium priority. M e r the
"hello" message has been created (line 2), the routine will check the first elernent in the
"data sending" queue to see whether it is a "hello" message or not. If it is not a "hello"
message (because the last "hello" message has been sent out successfuliy), then the
routine wil1 insert the new "hello" fiame in the first position of the "data sending" queue
(line 4). If the first element of the "data sending" queue is a "hello" message, then this
means that the last "hello" message has been delayed till now. The routine will delete the
old "hello" message from the "data sending" queue (line 6) and insert the new "hello"
message to the beginning of the queue (line 7).
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heiio-fiom(My-ID, My-sequence-num,

My-reg_MT-num,

112
My-MPC, My-neighboring-MPC-num,

po U-MT-lis t)

2

X = new hello-message(int rny-ID, my-sequence-num,

My-reg-MT-num,

my-MPC,My-neighboring-MPC-nmpoII-Mxlist);
if (DataSendingQueue.fmt.E1ernent() is not "heiio" message) { //last "heiio"message has sent
3
DataSendingQueue.iosertAtFirst (X);

4

5

else

6

DataSendingQueue.dequeue();

7

DataSendingQueue. insertAtFirst (X);

Figure A. 1 hello-fromo

heiio-receipt-fromo
When the MT receives a "hello" message, it will record the receiving time, and find out
the signal strength. It will then pass the value of the topology parameters contained in the
"hello" message with the received-time and the received-signal-strength on to the
hello-receipt-fiorno

routine.

Figure

A2

shows

the

pseudo-code

of

the

hello-receipt-fiom() routine. If the sender is the receiver's MPC, the receiver will update
its "poll MT Iist" with the update information contained in the "hello" message (lines 23). If the sender is a new MPC or a new fiee MT, My-neighboring-MPC-num
my-sequence-num

and

will both be increased by 1 (lines 4-6). If the sender changed roles

fiom an MPC or a fkee MT, to a zone-MT, or vice versa, My-neighboring-MPC-num
will be incrernented or decremented by 1, respectively, and my-sequence_num will
increase by 1 (lines 7- 12). if the receiver is a fiee MT (lines 14-17), the routine will find
the best MPC candidate. When the most suitable MPC candidate is found, provided that it
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is not itself nor the original one, the "merge~request~fiom()"routine will be called to
send a "merge request" message to the destination (lines 16-17). If the MT is a zone-MT,
it will not only merge with the new MPC (lines 18-23), but also disassociate fiom the

original MPC by calling the "disjoin-fiom()"

subroutine (lines 24-25). If the zone-MT

finds out that its MPC is out of its MPC range (line 26), it will change its role to a f?ee

MT (line 27). After that, it will find the best MPC and will try to register with it by
calling the merge-request-fiorno subroutine (lines 29-30). Whether the MT re-associates
with another MPC or not, it will disassociate fiom its original MPC

-

the sender of

"hello" message (line 3 1).

Best-MPCO
Figure A.3 shows the pseudo-code of the bestMPC() subroutine used to find the best

MPC either by searching the entire "MT list" or by cornparhg the original MPC to the
MTs that pass to it. In the group of candidates, there is one or none best MPC could be
selected as the result of process part or al1 selection cntena.
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Object helio-message,

received-signal-strength, received-the)

if (sender is my MPC)
update the poll-MT-kt;
if (sender is a new MPC or a new fiee node)

My-neighboring-MPCnum *;
my-sequence-num *;
else if (sender changes roles from an MPC or a fiee MT to a zone-MT)
My-neighboring-MPC-nm
my-sequence-num

-;

++;

else if (sender changed roles fiom a zone-MT to an MPC or a fiee MT)
My-neighborùlg-MPC-num
my-sequence-num

*;

++;

if (1 overpassed the observing period)

if(l'm a fiee MT)

bestMPC = bestMPC();

if (bestMPC != myself)
success = merge-request-from(my-ID,

bestMPCmy-iD)

else if (I'm zone-MT)
//check whether the sender is a better MPC candidate
bestMPC =bestMPC (my original MPC, sender);
if (bestMPC =my original MPC)
//do nothing;
else if (bestMPC =sender)
success = merge-request-fiom( my-m. sender)
if (success =t u e )

success = disjoin-fiom(my-ID,
if(my-MPC-sender

my original MPC);

and signal-strength < threshold)

my-MPC=O; //change role to fiee MT temporarily
bestMPC = bestMPC();
if (besth4PC is not rnyself) {
success = merge-request-fiom(my-D,

my-MPC-ID)

success = dîsjoin-fiom(my-ID, sender);

Figure A.2 hello-receipt-fromo
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--

1 bestMPC (x)
2

initial best MPC to be my original MPC or myself;

3

for any MPC candidate in x who is non-zone-MT and is in my MPC range

4

5

6

7

if the LMPCcandidate's My-reg-MT-num

rep!ace best MPC with th& MPC candidate;
else if the MPC candidate's My-reg-MT-nwn

is equal to best WC's

if the MPC candidate's My-neighboring-MPC-num

is larger than best MPC's

replace best iMPC with this MPC candidate;

8

9

is larger than best MPC's

eke if the MPC candidate's My-neighbo~g-MPC-nm

is equal to best

MPC's
1O

if the MPC candidate's ID is lower than best MPC's

il

replace best MPC with this MPC candidate;

12

r e m best MPC;

Figure A.3 bestMPC0

merge-reques t-fromo
Figure A.4 shows the pseudo code of the merge-request-fiorno

routine. When the MT

h d s a best MPC candidate that is neither itself nor its original MPC, the routine will be
called. It will create a new "merge request" message, which contains the information of
the source MT. The "merge request" message will be passed on to the MAC layer. If the
MT does not receive a "merge response" message, or receives the message with the
"disagree tag" (lines 3 - 9 , it will mark the destination MT as "unfit MPC". if the MT
receives the destination MT'S "merge response" message with the "agree tag" (lines 6-

IO), the MT will change the value of the "my-MPC" variable to the new MPC's ID
number, and increase "my-sequence-num" by 1. It also updates the "polling MT list".
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1 merge-request-fiom(sender's

ID, receiver's a),bbheUo"
message)

2

new merge-request-message(sender's

3

iqmerge-response with "disagree"information)

ID new-MPCs ID, "heiio" message);

4

Mark the destination MT as "uafit MPC";

5

r e m false;

6
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else iqmerge-response with "agree"information)

7

My-WC = receiver's ID;

8

Update the polling MT list;

9

My-sequence-num ++;

1O

r e m me;

Figure A.4 merge-request-fromo

disjoin-frorno
As the Figure A S shows, the routine disjoin-fiorno is called to send a "disjoin" message
to

the

MT'S

original MPC

"merge-requestJiom()"

when

it

wants

routine, the "disjoin-fiorno"

to

disassociate.

Like

the

routine first creates a "disjoin"

message (line 2), then passes it to the MAC layer. If the destination MT returns back an
"ACK" fiame, the sender of the "disjoin" message will realize that the destination is
aware of the disassociation. Otherwise, the sender will have to update its c'topology
parameters" accordingly.
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2

new disjoiu-message (sender's LD reciever's ID, "hello"message)

3

success=MAC~send(disjoin-message);//keep sending till get ACK

4

if (! success)

5

MT.delete(destinationMT);

6

check effect on the "topologyparameters";

7

r e m false;

8
9
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else
r e m me;

Figure A S disjoin-fromo

merge-request-recei pt-fromo
If the receiver is the destination of the "merge request" message, it will cal1 the
merge-request-receipt-fiom()

routine shown in Figure A.6. If the MT is the destination

of the "merge request" message, it will reply with a "merge response" message (lines 4-

12). However, before sending the "merge response" message, the MT will check the
association condition. If both wireless nodes satisQ the requirernent, the receiver will
create the new "merge response" message with an "agree tag" (line 5) - otherwise, it will
be created with a "disagree" tag (line 11). In case of a successful association, if the sender
was originally a f?ee MT or an MPC, the My-neighboring-WC-num

decremented by 1 (lines 8-9).

will be
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-

-

1 merge-request-receipt-fiorn(sender's

2
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ID, receiver's ID, "heiio" message){

if (my-ïD -receiver's tD )

3

search (MT-list, sender's ID);

4

if (1 accept the sender's registration request)

5

new merge-response-message(accept, "hello");

6

My-reg-MT-num

7

my-sequence-num U;

8

if (hello.my-MPC-O)

My-neighboring-WC-num -;

9

10

II

++;

else if (1 reject the sender's request)
new merge-resposed-message(reject, "heIlo");

I2

success=MAC-send (merge-response-message);

13

if (! success)

14

detete (destination MT);

15

check effect on the "topologyparameters";

Figure A.6 merge-request-receipt-fromo

disjoin-receipt-fromo
When the MT receives a "disjoin" message, it will find out whether it is the destination of
the "disjoin" message or not. If it is not the destination, it will discard the message.
Otherwise, it will cal1 the disjoin-receipt-fiorno
code of the disjoin-receipt-fiorno

routine. Figure A.7 shows the pseudo

routine. The destinationof the "disjoin" decreases the

number of MTs which are registered to it by I (line 4), and its my-sequence-num

will be

incremented by 1 to indicate the topology change (line 5). If the idormation in the
"disjoin" message shows the sender has not registered to another MPC yet, the number of
fkee MTs and MPCs will increase by 1 (lines 6-7).

APPENDIX A MPC CREATION ALGORITHMS

I

1 disjoin-receipt-fiom(sender's

2

ID,receiver's iD,hello)

if (sender found)

3

MT.updatewith(hel10, received-signal-strength, received-time);

4

My-reg-MT-num

5

my-sequence-nurn *;

6

if (hello-my-MPc-r~iy-CD or hellomy-MPC-O)

7

-;

My-neighboring-MPC-nurntt ;

8

Figure A.7 disjoia-receipt-fromo
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This section contains the pseudo code for the algorithms executed by the MT to send and
receive data packets. Lf the data buffer (''data

sending" queue or the "Control & m e "

stack) contains a data packet, the operation system will trigger the DCF-sendo routine.
This routine will try to send the packets using DCF defined in the E E E 802.1 1 standard
till the data buffer becomes empty again. When the DCF-sendo routine is processing, if
the packet size of the data packet is small, it will send the packet directly, otherwise, it
will trigger the virtual sense mechanism, (send the "RTS packet" first and suspend
activity there waiting for the "CTS packet"). M e r successfully receiving the "CTS", the
routine then goes to the next step to send the data packet. When receiving the "RTS
packet", the surrounding MTs will call the RTS-receiptJiomO

routine, which will

reserve the medium by setting the value in the NAV. If the MT is the destination of the
"RTS packet", it will send back the "CTS packet''.

When the surrounding MTs receive

the "CTS packet" they react by setting a value in NAV the same occurs when they
receive the "RTS packet". Al1 the MTs will call PCF-initiate0 periodically (once per
super-frame). Only the MPC or fiee MT can send out "beacon signal" (which contains
the PCF duration parameter) successfully to initiate a PCF period. men, this routine will
cal1 the PCF-sendo subrouthe to communicate in the PCF period. In the PCF penod,
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the PC will send a real-time packet or poll its member MTs to send real-the packets.
After al1 real-tirne packets have been sent or PCF duration t h e expired, the PC will send
the 'TF-end signal" to announce the end of PCF. When the MTs around the PC receive
the "beacon signal" (no matter whether they are registered to it or not), they will call the
PCF-beacon-receipt-fiomo

routine to set their NAV to a value contained in the beacon

signal. if the sender is a receiver's MPC, the receiver will set "my-MPC-is-in-PCF"

to

the value "true". The DCF-sendo routine will be suspended except for the sending of the
function packets and the PCF-sendo routine wiII be activated to s u p e ~ s the
e existence
of the MPC. If the MPC is shut down in this PCF period, certain member MTs will take
over the original MPC's job and finish the rest of the PCF. When the MT receives a poll
token, it will call poll-receipt-fiorno

routine to send a real-time packet or an empty

fiame packet if the receiver is the destination of the "poll token". Other group members
will estimate the time when they are to be polled. The MT receiving the "CF-end" signal
will call the CF-end-receipt-fkomo

routine to reset the corresponding value in its NAV

to bbO",which will also set the value of 'my -MPC is-in-PCF"

to "false" if the sender is

the receiver's MPC. In the PCF, only real-time packets could be sent. When the MT
plans to send a packet, it will first check the characteristics of the packet, such as the
accessibility of the packet's destination. Because of the mobility of the MTs, an MT may
no longer be able to reach the packet's destination - however, the packet may be coming
fiom last relay MT that does not know the latest network state of this sending MT.
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DCF-sendo
When there are packets in the buffet, the DCFsendO routine will be called. Figure B.l
shows the pseudo-code of it. The DCF-sendo routine will first check and try to send
packets in the "control fiame" stack. (lines 2-5). When sending the function packet, the
routine will suspend itself until the medium remains clear for the SIFS penod (line 3),
then it pops one packet and sends it anyway (lines 4-5) until the stack becomes empty. If
the stack is empty the routine will try to send the first packet in the "data sending" queue
(lines 6-33). l
f the NAV is not "0" or the MT is at the PCF mode, the routine will
suspend itself until the NAV reach "0" and MT go back to DCF mode (line 7). AAer
sensing the medium idle for DIFS, it will wait for an extra tirne of SDN. The value of

SDN is created at random or is cornpleted fiom value of the last lost competition (lines 910). If the medium remains idle for a penod equal to SDN, the routine then steps into the

process of sending packets (lines 12-33); otherwise the DCF loses this round of
competition. If the data packet is fairly small, the routine will send the data packet
directly and suspend activity there while waiting for the ACK (lines 13-15). Ifthe size of
the data packets is larger than the RTSThreshold, then instead of sending the data packet
directly, it will send the RTS packet and also suspends itself while waiting for the CTS
packet (lines 17-18). If it receives the CTS, it will send the data packet (line 21) after
sensing the medium for SIFS without the slot defer extension (line 20) then suspends
itself waiting for the ACK (line 22). If the medium is not clear during this SES, this
means the virtual sense method did not complete properly, and the routine will quit and
restart fiom beginning. If the MT waits for a suspected long time without receiving the
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ACK or CTS,it will write a bad record to this processing packet's send history and then
quit and restart fiom the very beginning (lines 23-24). If the MT receives the ACK fkom
the destination MT in time (the data packet finally completes transmission), it will delete
the first packet fiom the sending queue (line 33). The routine will go into the process of
modifjing the CW depending on the collision record and a successfùl sending credit
(lines 26-32). lfthe final successfully sent data has a coIlision record (line 26), then the

CW will be doubled (line 27).

If the MT has sent out several packets without

expenencing a collision, the CW will halve till reaching the minimum limit (lines 29-32).
During the waiting time, if the routine detects that the medium is resewed or the "Control
frame" stack is non-empty, it will stop executing M e r steps and start £iom the
beginning.
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is not empty)

suspend until (medium clear for SIFS);
processing-&ta= control-fiame-stack .pop();
send processing_data;
else if(contro1-fiame-stack

is empty but "data sending" queue is not empty)

suspend until ( ( N A V 4 ) and my-MPC-is-in-PCF==fdse;
suspend tiii((medium clear for DES)

if('SDN=O) //wïn last DCF contention
SDN = ramdom(0, CW);//need to create new by ramdom fiom O to CW
consume the SDN;
if(SDN =O)

if((processing~data.size()<= RTSThreshold)
sending@ro~essing~&ta);
suspend unitil ((receive ACK) or (waiting-tirne expire)
)else iqprocessing-data.size() > RTSThreshold)

sending(RTSqacket);
suspend until ((receive CTS) or (waiting-time expire)
if (receive CTS of rny sent RTS)
suspend tmtil the medium clear for SIFS

sending(processing-data);
suspend until ((receive ACK)or(waitïng-tirne expire)
if (waiting-tirne expire) {

processing-datasend-history*;
else if (receive ACK of my sent packet)
if (processing~&ta.send~history>O)
CW = CW *2;

credit-for-CW-decrease

=O;

else {
credit-for-C W-decrease ++;
if (credit-for-CW-decrease
CW reduce;

sending-queue.dequeue();

Figure B.1 DCF-sendo

>threshold)
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RTS-receipt-fromo
When the MT receives the RTS-packet h e , it will call the RTS-receipt-fiorno routine.
Figure B.2 shows the pseudo-code of the RTS- receipt-fiorno routine. First it will set a
value in the NAV to reserve the medium. After that, it will check whether the MT is the
destination of the RTS packet or not. It also needs to check the value in NAV to see
whether the medium has been reserved or not. If the MT is the destination of the RTS
and the medium has not been reserved for any purposes (PCF or RTS), the MT will

create a new CTS packet with a modified duration t h e (line 5), and piggyback it to the

ACK packet in the stack if there were any (line 7). It will also delete any other CTS
packets in the stack if there were any (line 6).

1 RTS-receipt-from(sender, destination, duration-the)

2

set NAV

3

if(my-ID

4

=destination){

iflNAV==O) {//medium is not reserved yet

5

CTS = new CTS(rny-ID, duration-tirne); //create CTS

6

contro1-he-stack .delete(CTS);

7

contrai-fiame-stack .insertAtEnd(CTS);
Figure B.2 RTS-receipt-fromo

CTS-receipt-fromo
When MT receives the CTS-packet, it will call the CTS-receipt-6omO
just sets the NAV to the value contained in the CTS-packet.

routine, which
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Figure B.3 CTS-receipt-fromo

packet-receip t-fromo
When the MT receives the any data packet, it will cal1 the packet-receipt-fiom

routine

to create a new ACK and send it by pushing it on the top of "Control h e " stack and
send it using the DCF-sendo routine. Before inserting, it will delete any old duplicate
ACK. Figure B.4 shows the pseudo-code of this routine.

packet-receip t-from(sender, destination)(
1

if(rny-iD

=destination){

2

ACK=new ACK(my_lD, sender);Ilcreate the ACK packet

3

control-frame-stack .deleteReplicate;

4

control-fiamees tack .push(ACK);

Figure B.4 Packet-receipt-fromo

PCF-initiate0
MPCs initiate the PCF-initiate0 routine periodically

see

Figure B.5.

When the

PCFinitiateO routine is called, it first updates its ~ s h e d g o l l i n g _ l i s tby copying
fiom the polling-list, and goes to compete for the medium (lines 2 -10). When it senses
the medium idle for PIFS (line 3), it waits for severai slots equal to its SDN to
accommodate the neighboring MPCs currently competing for the medium.

If the
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medium remaïns idle, then the PCF initiator will broadcast the beacon signal (line 7).
The zone MT will call the PCF-Beacon-receipt-from()

routine (see Figure B.7) when it

receives the beacon signal. Lf the beacon signal is transmitted without collision, the CF
penod then starts. The MPC will call the PCF-sendo routine to poll for real-tirne packets.
The MT will lock its DCF and waits for the polling. Ifthe MT detects that its MPC has
shut down, its PCF-send() routine will be activated and finish the uncompleted PCF
period.

PCF-initiate()
1

upàate unfinishedqolling-list;

2

while (tnie)

3

suspend until (medium is clear for PIFS);

4

calculate the backoff-num by count the beacon record

5

consume the backoff-num;

6

if(backoff-num -0)

7

sending (beacon-signai);

8

if the beacon does not suffer collision

9

PCF-sendo ;

10

break from while loop; //win the medium

Figure B.5 PCF_ioitiateO

PCF-sendo
in the PCF period, the MPC will call the PCF-sendo (see Figure B.6) to cooperate the

PCF in its group. When the PCF-sendo routine is called, it will keep on polling until it
finishes al1 real-time packets in its group or the reservation of medium for the PCF
period

is

expued

(line

1).

Every

node

in

the

group will

maintain the
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unhishedqolling-list to reflect the current waiting MT to be polled. K the MPC senses
the medium idle for PIFS, it sends the poll token to specific MTs in the
unfinishedqolling-list

(lines

PCFqoll-receipt-f?om()

routine (see Figure B.8) to send a real-time packet if it has any

3-4).

The

destination

MT

will

cal1

the

or just send an empty packet fiame. The MPC and other zone MT will update its
unfinished polling list depending on the polled MT'S response (line 6). Lf the polled MT
sends a real-time packet to other destinations than the W C , the MPC will wait for

ACK+SIFS time to let the destination of the real-time packet confirm it receiving by
sending back ACK (line 8). After one round of polling, the MPC itself also have one turn
to send one real-time packet if it has any (line 9). M e r al1 the MTs with real-time
packets in the group have sent their packets or the PCF period times out, the MPC will
send the CF-end signal to announce the end of the PCF penod (lines 10-11).

PCFsend() {

1

while (dishedqolling-list is not empty and PCF duration did not expire)
for every destination in the unfïnishedqolling-List do
suspend until (medium clear for PIFS);
sending (poll token);
suspend until ((receive respondqacket) or (waiting-time expire));
refiesh the unfinishedqolling-list
if (respondqacket is real-the packet not to me)

sleep for ACK+SIFS;/lrespond fiom the destination of the real tirne
polling myself interior;
suspend until (medium clear for PIFS);
sending (CF-end signal);
-

-

-

-

Figure B.6 PCF-sendo
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PCF-Beacon-receipt-fromo
Figure B.7 shows the algorithm when an MT receives a beacon signal. Every node will
record the time of the beacon signal fiom its neighboring MPC. Once it becomes an
MPC, it can predict when its neighbonng MPCs will broadcast the next beacon and thus
avoid the possible collision (line 1). The MTs amund it, whether registered to it or not,
will set a value in their NAV (line 2). If the sender of the beacon is my MPC, the
my-MPC-is-in-PCF

parameter will be set to ''txue" and PCF will start. The unfinished

polling Iist should be updated at the very first stage and my-next-PCFgoll

should be

initialized and kept non-negative (lines 5-6).
PCFBeacon~receipt~fiom(source,
beacon-signal) (
1

refresh the last beacon time to the correspondent MPC;

2

set in NAV the PCF duration time contained in beacon signal;

3

if i'm zone-MT of this MPC then

4

my-MPC-is-inPCF = m e ; //prepare to be poll

5

refiesh unfinishedqolling_list;

6

initial my-next-PCFqoll;

Figure 8.7 PCF-Beacon-receipt-fromo

poll-receipt-fromo
Figure B.8 shows the algorithm when the MT is polled. If the sender of the poll token is
not the MPC, and is an MT on the polling list, then the sender become my MPC. Ifthe
sender is the MPC, and the MT is the destination of the poll token, it will send a real-time
packet from the "data sending" queue. Lfthe MT is not the destination of the poll token,
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then it will wait for the response of the polled MT to update the unfinished polling list
(line 9). Finally, the my-next-PCFjol

should be synchronized (Iine 10).

poll-receipt-fiorn(source)
1

2

3
4

if 1 am in PCF period and (source is my group-mate or my MPC)
if source is a group-mate then

replace the MPC with this group-mate and retiesii other networks parameter;

if(my-lD =destination)

5

suspend until(rnedium clear for PIFS)

6

send real-time or empty frame packet;

7

else if (my-ID != destination)

8

suspend until ((hear the respondgacket) or (hear message iiom my MPC));

9

refiesh unfinishedgoiling-1st depend on the respond-type;

10

refiesh my-next-PCFgoll;

Figure B.8 poll-receipt-fromo

CF-end-receip t-froWhen MT receives the CF-end signal, it just releases the value in the NAV and unlocks
the DCF by setting the my-MPC-is-in-PCF

parameter to "false" (see Figure B.9).

CF-end-receip t-fiom(source)
1

set in rny-NAV the conespondence value to O;

2

if(my-MPC-source)

3

my-WC-is-inPCF--false

Figure B.9 CF-end-receipt-fromo

APPENDIX C
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Normally, confidence intervals placed on the mean values of simulation results can be
used to describe the accuracy of the simulation results. Consider the results of N
statistically independent simulation runs for the same experiment: XI,Xz,..., XN.The

-

sample mean, X is given as:

The variance of the distribution of the sample values, S: is:

x
The standard derivation of the sample mean is given by: -

JN'

Under the assumption of independence and normality, the sample mean is distrïbuted in
accordance to the T-Distribution, which means the sample mean of the simulation runs
fa11 in the interval

+

E

within the actual mean with a certain probability drawn fiom the
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is the value of the T-distribution with N-1 degrees of fieedom with

probability a /2.

The upper and lower limits of the confidence interval regarding the simulation results are:
Lower Limit = X-

Upper Limit =

X+

SxCa12.N-l

' x l a l2.N-I

APPENDIX D

THE SIMULATION SOFTWARE STRUCTURE
The simulator used in this study uses discrete event driven simulation to simulate both
real-time and non-real-time packet creation. Packets are sent by PCF and DCF. The
simulation software was developed using the Java programming language.

The

simulation software package consists of 18 classes and subclasses. The major classes are
described as follows:

Class MovingModel

The Class MovingModel simulates an MT's mobile mode1 creator. For every MT, the
MovingModel will create a series of time-place pairs, which could represent the MT's
whole mobility life. For example, related to MT "a", the MovingModel creates a series
of time-place pairs, that is: 1, (3,s): 5, (33): 9, (9,8)

- 101, (4,s).

This means MT "a" is

located at (33) when tumed on at time 1, pauses there till time 5, and begins to move
evenly at time 5, reaches new location (9,8) at time 9, ... and finally turns off at location
(4,s) at time 101.
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CIass MT
Class MT will simulate the bebavior of an individual MT. Class MT is a mother thread.
When an MT turns on power (the MT thread initializes), it will create and run 8 children
threads that list underneath. The thread rnust be in one of the activate states or suspend
states when it is running.
(1) Subclass Receiver - a thread that simuIates a receiver of packets that are directed
to it or broadcast. Normally, this thread stays suspended. However, the receiver
will be activated to deal with any packets that are received.

(2) Subclass PCF-initiator - a thread which stays suspended but activates
periodically by a wake-up-event sent by the EventController (a class introduced
later). When the PCF-initiator is being activated, it will try to initiaiize a PCF
penod by sending a beacon signal with PIFS. M e r it finishes initializing the PCF
period, it activates the PCF-send thread, pushing the next wake-up-event into the
queue in the EventController and suspends itself again.
(3) Subclass PCF-sender - a thread which simulates PCF. This thread is activated

by the thread PCF-initiator in the MPC, or the thread Receiver in a zone-MT

when it receives a beacon signal. The PCF-sender thread will poll and send realtime packets during the PCF period

(4) Subclass DCF-sender - a thread used to simulate the DCF of IEEE 802.1 1. It
will activate when the data-sending queue is not empty and sleeps for the time
that is set in NAV if it is non-zero.
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(5) Subclass CommonPacket-creator - a thread which sirnulates the arrival of non-

real-time packets. When the thread is activated, it will create a non-real-time
packet and push the packet into the data-sending queue. Before suspending itself,
it will push a wake-up event to the queue in the EventController with b'owne?' set
to this ComrnonPacket-creator and "tirne" set to a value that reflects the non-realtime packet arrivai rate.

(6) Subciass RealtimePacket-creator

-a

thread iike CommonPacket-creator but

whîch sirnulates the arrivai of real-thne packets.
(7) Subclass Hello-creator - a thread which activates periodically to create a hello

message and pushes it into first position of the data sending queue.
(8) Subclass DCl?-functionqacket-sender - a thread which simulates the sending

of control packets through the DCF of E E E 802.1 1.

Class Event
Class Event is an object that has field: (1) Owner: Event executor (2) Time: The time
this event occurs. When the Event pushes into the queue in EventController, it m u a be
sorted by time.

Class EventController
Class EventController simulates an event process center. The most important queue in the
EventController is the tirne-sorted-events queue, which is used to queue the events that
are sorted by time. Any steps of MT activity are events, which will be pushed into the
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events queue. The processing of the current event may modim certain events in the

queue or create new events. EventController processes events one by one. MTs could
interact with each other through interacting with events that MTs created. For example,
when processing a sending event of an MT, it will create several receiving events that are
to MTs in the communication range of the sending MT and push and sort the new created
events into the queue. When the EventController begins to process the receiving event,
the thread "Receiver" can now receive a packet fkom the sender.

Figure D. 1 shows the system flow chart. When the simulation program starts, it will first

ini tialize the class EventController, then

nin

the class MovingModeI. The MovingModel

will create a table that schedules every MT'S mobile data, including the MT start tirne
and end tirne. It will also create MTs' start & end Events depending on the MTs' start &
end tirne, then sort-insert the Events into the event queue of EventController.

M e r d n g the CIass MovingModel, the simulator begins to process the first Event in
the event queue. If the Event is an MT Start Event, the program will create a new MT
thread and begin to sort-insert some of this MT'S action Events into the event queue. If
the MT Start Event is the last one of MT Start Events, the simulator program will
schedule itself to start counting the data after 5 seconds warm-up. The results will be
shown at 35 seconds and 65 seconds by means of sort-insert related Events into event
queue. If the processing Event is an MT End Event, the simulation program will kill the
MT thread and delete al1 the Events that relate to this killed MT in the event queue.
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If the processing Event is Count start Event, the simulation program will initialize and set
to O the count result reiated variable like Total Delay (of al1 packets), sent successfidly
(packets) number, and (packets) discarded by collision number. After this moment, the
transmission delay of every successfully sent packet will be added up to Total Delay, and
the related sent successfülly packets' number will increase. The number of packets
discarded would also be counted after the result count start. If the processing Event is the
Show result Event, the simulation program will show the result of the Average Delay,

and the Discard Ratio of this moment to the user. If this show result Event is not the last
one, the program will record the result to the temporary variable for future cornparison.
Othewise, the program will compare the current AD and DR to the previous values. if
the difference is hi&, the program will discard the value and quit, otherwise, the 1 s t
values will be collected.

If the processing Event is not any one of Event types above, it must be an MT related
action Event. Processing this kind of event must lead to modification of the contents in
the event queue or other variable. The Event processing will be completed by deleting it
from the event queue. The program will go into the next round by processing the next
Event, which is currently located at the front of the event queue. During the running of
the simulation program, the event queue is never empty; otherwise, the d n g of the
program will break.
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APPENDIX D THE SIMULATION S0FIWAR.E STRUCTURE:

Run MovingModel, (sort-insen into Event
queue the MTs' S m & End Events)
--

Process tint Event in queue

4

Dequeue tint
Event

[S this M T
S m Event?

son-insen MT

Delete other related
.) Event in queue

Initialize:
Total Delay (TD)=O;
sent success num (SSN)=O;
discard by collision num
(DBCWO;
Son-insen Count
stan Event, Show
result Event
Show result by:

b AD=TD/SSN

DR=DBCN/ (DBCN+SSN)

1
This must be MT related action
Event: create / modi fy the
value of other w i t i n g Events.

temp-AD.
temp-DR

Figure D. 1 System flow chart

